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Historical Reality vs. Paul Schroeder 

Neo-realist Theory 

R ealism has been for 
some time the reigning tradition in international theory and remains a major 
current in it.' The neo-realism or structural realism developed in Kenneth N. 
Waltz's Theory of International Politics is generally considered a major advance 
on the classical version of Hans Morgenthau and others. The central argu- 
ment is that the broad outcomes of international politics derive more from 
the structural constraints of the states system than from unit behavior. The 
theory proceeds in a series of logical inferences from the fundamental pos- 
tulate of a states system in which all units are autonomous, so that the 
system is structured by anarchy rather than hierarchy; to the primacy of 

The author is a member of the Departments of History and Political Science at the University of Illinois, 
Urbana. 

Much of the research and writing of this article was done while the author was a Jennings 
Randolph Peace Fellow at the United States Institute of Peace; its support is here gratefully 
acknowledged. Helpful criticism and suggestions have been given by Robert Jervis, Jack Snyder, 
Robert 0. Keohane, Patrick Morgan, Edward Kolodziej, Bruce Russett, Joseph Kruzel, Jennifer 
Mitzen, Michael Lund, Joseph Klaits, and the members of seminars at the U.S. Institute of 
Peace, Columbia University's Institute for War and Peace Studies, and the University of Chi- 
cago's Program on International Politics, Economics, and Security. They are likewise gratefully 
acknowledged. 

1. The central work is Kenneth N. Waltz, Theory of International Politics (Reading, Mass.: Addison- 
Wesley, 1979). Other expositions by Waltz of his position are his Man, the State, and War: a 
Theoretical Analysis (New York: Columbia University Press, 1959); "The Origins of War in Neo- 
realist Theory," in Robert I. Rotberg and Theodore K. Rabb, eds., The Origin and Prevention of 
Major Wars (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1989), pp. 39-52; and "The Stability of a 
Bipolar World," Daedalus, Vol. 93, No. 3 (1964), pp. 881-909. Robert J. Art and Kenneth N. 
Waltz, eds., The Use of Force: Military Power and International Politics, 4th ed. (Lanham, Md.: 
University Press of America, 1993) contains many articles exemplifying neo-realist arguments 
and assumptions, including three by Waltz. Other versions and applications of realist theory 
may be found in Stephen M. Walt, The Origins of Alliances (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University 
Press, 1987); Barry R. Posen, The Sources of Military Doctrine: France, Britain, and Germany Between 
the World Wars (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 1984); Robert Gilpin, War and Change in 
World Politics (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1981); and John Mearsheimer, Conven- 
tional Deterrence (Ithaca, N.Y: Cornell University Press, 1983). For a good introduction to realism 
and its chief current rival, idealism, see Joseph S. Nye, Jr., Understanding International Conflicts: 
An Introduction to Theory and History (London: HarperCollins, 1993). The classic work of the older 
realism, emphasizing the state's natural drive for power rather than structural constraints as 
the chief source of power politics and conflict, is Hans Morgenthau, Politics Among Nations: The 
Struggle for Power and Peace (New York: Knopf, 1948). 
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survival, security, and independence for each unit wishing to remain part of 
the system; to the mandate of self-help this need imposes upon each unit; 
and to a resultant competition between units which produces a recurrent 
pattern of various balances of power. (See Figure 1.) 

Much current debate over neo-realism centers on what implications the 
end of the Cold War might have for realist theory, in terms of its ability both 
to explain this particular outcome and to prescribe future policy.2 This essay 

Figure 1. Neo-realism. 
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2. For current neo-realist arguments, see John Mearsheimer, "Back to the Future: Instability in 
Europe After the Cold War," International Security, Vol. 15, No. 1 (Summer 1990), pp. 5-55; 
Christopher Layne, "The Unipolar Illusion: Why New Great Powers Will Rise," International 
Security, Vol. 17, No. 4 (Spring 1993), pp. 5-51; and Kenneth N. Waltz, "The Emerging Structure 
of International Politics," International Security, Vol. 18, No. 2 (Fall 1993), pp. 44-79. Layne's 
argument is analyzed more closely below. For divergent views, see Robert Jervis, "International 
Primacy: Is the Game Worth the Candle?" International Security, Vol. 17, No. 4 (Spring 1993), 
pp. 52-67; Jervis, "A Usable Past for the Future," in Michael J. Hogan, ed., The End of the Cold 
War: Its Meaning and Implications (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992), pp. 257-268; 
and John Mueller, "Quiet Cataclysm: Some Afterthoughts on World War III," in Hogan, The 
End of the Cold War, pp. 39-52. See also Kenneth A. Oye, Robert J. Lieber, and Donald Rothchild, 
Eagle in a New World: American Grand Strategy in the Post-Cold War Era (London: HarperCollins, 
1992); Mark Bowker and Robin Brown, eds., From Cold War to Collapse: Theory and World Politics 
in the 1980s (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1993); Geir Lundestad and Odd Arne 
Westad, eds., Beyond the Cold War: Future Dimensions in International Relations (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1993); and Stanley Hoffmann, Robert 0. Keohane, and Joseph S. Nye, Jr., 
eds., After the Cold War: International Institutions and State Strategies in Europe, 1989-91 (Cambridge, 
Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1993). 
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will not, however, discuss how neo-realist theory fits recent and current 
history. Instead it takes up a question seldom if ever discussed, yet clearly 
important for international historians and arguably also for international 
relations theorists, namely, whether neo-realist theory is adequate and useful 
as an explanatory framework for the history of international politics in gen- 
eral, over the whole Westphalian era from 1648 to 1945, the period in which 
the validity of a realist paradigm of some sort is widely accepted even by 
non-realists.3 

This question could have some implications for the debate over neo-realism 
and the end of the Cold War. For example, a finding that the neo-realist 
structural analysis of international politics did succeed in explaining the 
general operation and dynamics of the modern European states system over 
this long span of time might suggest that, with modifications to accommodate 
current changes, it should remain valid today; an opposite verdict would 
bolster the call for more radical revision or abandonment. Investigating the 
long-term fit between neo-realist theory and international history might also 
shed some indirect light on other current questions and issues in international 
relations theory, such as the obsolescence or continued utility of nuclear 
weapons;4 the problems and uses of deterrence;5 the comparative incidence 
of balancing versus bandwagoning in international politics;6 hegemony in 
theory and practice;7 the development of an international society under con- 
ditions of anarchy;8 the necessity and possibility of developing rules and 

3. It is striking, for example, that a strong opponent of realism, Bruce Russett, seems to accept 
the validity of the realist paradigm for this period in writing: "It may be possible in part to 
supersede the 'realist' principles (anarchy, the security dilemma of states) that have dominated 
practice to the exclusion of 'liberal' or 'idealist' ones since at least the seventeenth century." 
Russett, Grasping the Democratic Peace (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1993), p. 24. 
4. Robert Jervis, The Meaning of the Nuclear Revolution (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 
1989); John Mueller, Retreat from Doomsday (New York: Basic Books, 1989). 
5. Paul Stern, et al., eds., Perspectives on Deterrence (New York: Oxford University Press, 1989); 
Paul K. Huth, Extended Deterrence and the Prevention of War (New Haven: Yale University Press, 
1988); Richard N. Lebow and Janice Gross Stein, "Deterrence: The Dependent Variable," World 
Politics, Vol. 47, No. 3 (April 1990), pp. 336-369; Paul Huth and Bruce Russett, "Testing 
Deterrence Theory: Rigor Makes a Difference," World Politics, Vol. 47, No. 4 (July 1990), pp. 466- 
501. 
6. Walt, Origins of Alliances. 
7. Robert Gilpin, The Political Economy of International Relations (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton Uni- 
versity Press, 1987); Kenneth A. Oye, ed., Cooperation under Anarchy (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton 
University Press, 1986); Robert 0. Keohane, After Hegemony: Cooperation and Discord in the World 
Political Economy (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1984). 
8. Hedley Bull, The Anarchical Society (New York: Columbia University Press, 1977); Martin 
Wight, Systems of States (Leicester: Leicester University Press, 1977); Evan Luard, International 
Society (London: MacMillan, 1990). 
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norms for greater international order and peace;9 the possible transformation 
of international politics through the effects of dependence and interdepend- 
ence and the emergence of new transnational actors and institutions;10 and 
the historical conditions and negotiating postures and techniques best suited 
for peaceful resolution of conflicts.11 Therefore the question is not irrelevant 
to theory; theorists of different schools might wish to see such an investi- 
gation done for their purposes and tailored to their interests and needs. But 
I wish to make clear that it is being done for the interests and needs of the 
historian. The primary aim is not to test neo-realist theory with historical 
evidence in order to help political scientists determine what is sound or 
unsound about it. 

This investigation necessarily examines certain theses or generalizations 
advanced by neo-realists in some historical detail, in particular the following: 
(1) States generally tend to balance against power or threat; (2) States are not 
functionally differentiated in international politics; (3) Potential hegemons 
are countered and defeated by the balancing efforts of other states; and (4) 
Unipolar periods motivate other states to rise to great power status, as part 
of the general tendency to balance and to emulate successful military and 
organizational development. 12 The central purpose of this essay, however, is 
not to amass historical evidence pro and con on these particular points or 
on other tenets and implications of neo-realist theory.13 It has a different 

9. Friedrich Kratochwil, Rules, Norms, and Decisions (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1989); Samuel S. Kim, The Quest for a Just World Order (Boulder, Colo.: Westview, 1984); Lynn 
H. Miller, Global Order, 2d ed. (Boulder, Colo.: Westview, 1990); Dorothy V. Jones, Code of Peace 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1991); Charles R. Beitz, Political Theony and International 
Relations (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1979); Emanuel Adler and Beverly Craw- 
ford, eds., Progress in Postwar International Relations (New York: Columbia University Press, 
1991); Christ Brown, International Relations Theory: New Normative Approaches (New York: Colum- 
bia University Press, 1992). 
10. James N. Rosenau and Ernst-Otto Czempiel, eds., Governance without Government: Order and 
Change in World Politics (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992); Charles F. Doran, 
Systems in Crisis: New Imperatives of High Politics at Century's End (Cambridge: Cambridge Uni- 
versity Press, 1991). 
11. Stephen R. Rock, Why Peace Breaks Out: Great Power Rapprochement in Historical Perspective 
(Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1989); Alexander George, Forceful Persuasion: 
Coercive Diplomacy as an Alternative to War (Washington, D.C.: United States Institute of Peace 
Press, 1991); I. William Zartman and Maureen R. Berman, The Practical Negotiator (New Haven: 
Yale University Press, 1982). 
12. I owe the formulation of these four generalizations to Sean Lynn-Jones. 
13. This may help explain why I have not followed some of the suggestions offered by friends 
and critics, even though I appreciate them. Such an attempt would not only vastly overstep the 
bounds of a journal article, but also bog down in debates over differing definitions of terms, 
divergent interpretations of historical data, the proper methods of "operationalizing" historical 
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purpose and poses a different broad question, namely, whether neo-realist 
theory works for international history, provides a sound model or paradigm 
for understanding the general nature of international politics, and therefore 
for explaining its history in terms of its broad outcomes and general patterns. 

Neo-realists advance this claim for the theory, and many historians accept 
it, making the question pertinent for both sides. This setting and purpose 
also shape the form of my argument. It concentrates initially upon Waltz's 
ideas, not because he is the only important realist or his version of realism 
the only possible one, but because he most clearly and explicitly grounds the 
claim of realist theory to account for the broad outcomes of international 
history. It then focuses on Christopher Layne's recent use of neo-realist 
theory to explain and to predict international history, because Layne's article 
represents a typical instance of the results of applying the neo-realist para- 
digm to international history in the era where it is supposed to work best. 

I do not, finally, claim a monopoly for historians in judging how theorists, 
especially neo-realists, use history. The fit between theory and international 
history is one for both theorists and historians to discuss. I come to it as a 
historian, but recognize the right and duty of theorists to weigh in from their 
side, evaluating the way historians use theory and historical evidence.14 

This article, therefore, is not just another attempt to revise and improve 
neo-realist theory,15 or to use history to improve international relations theory 
in general. While theorists and policy scientists aspiring to lengthen the 
shadow of the future may use this article in that pursuit, my aim is to sharpen 
and deepen the shadow of the past. 

The Neo-realist Historical World 

Two things are interesting about the role of history in neo-realist theory, 
especially Waltz's work, and in the discussion and criticism of it represented 

evidence to make it yield reliable results for political science, and the extent to which neo-realist 
categories can or cannot accommodate the evidence adduced. 
14. For a detailed attempt to demonstrate how the realist paradigm does not explain a long and 
crucial period, see Paul W. Schroeder, The Transformation of European Politics, 1763-1848 (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1994). No short journal article can really prove the kind of case I intend to lay 
out except in a prima facie way. 
15. Barry Buzan, People, States, and Fear: The National Security Problem in International Relations 
(Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1983); Barry Buzan, Charles Jones, and Richard 
Little, The Logic of Anarchy: Neorealism to Structural Realism (New York: Columbia University 
Press, 1993). 
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in Neo-Realism and Its Critics.16 Some critics, especially Robert 0. Keohane, 
Richard K. Ashley, and John G. Ruggie, contend that neo-realism is too static 
a theory and fails to allow or account for change and development in the 
international system. This charge of failing to account for historic change, 
also raised in other works,17 apparently does not especially worry Waltz, 
judging by his reply to his critics in the Keohane volume (pp. 322-345). His 
answer to the various criticisms of failure to account for historical change is 
that, to the extent that they are true, they do not affect the core of the theory. 
The historical question of how the current states system with its structural 
anarchy came to develop is of no particular importance for theoretical pur- 
poses. Structure does not account for everything, nor does theory explain or 
predict everything. The changes in international politics cited by critics occur 
at the unit level; only if hierarchy replaced anarchy would its structure be 
changed. Enriching the theory as critics propose, Waltz argues, would only 
marginally improve its descriptive accuracy while reducing its theoretical 
rigor and predictive power. 

Thus neo-realism seems resistant to refutation on the charge that it is 
unhistorical, at least at the theoretical level. At the same time, critics and 
proponents of rival theories or approaches do not, to my knowledge, chal- 
lenge the historical generalizations Waltz makes, at least in connection with 
the main era to which they apply, the international states system since 1648.18 
In fact, Waltz's assumptions about the historic character of international 
politics seem common to realism as a whole, and to be shared even by critics 
and members of other schools as well. 

Two main assertions concerning international politics over history are 
made by Waltz in various forms and contexts throughout his work, especially 
in his Theory of International Politics: first, he asserts that the conduct of states 
in international politics has always been basically the same: all states are 

16. Robert 0. Keohane, ed., Neo-Realism anld Its Critics (New York: Columbia University Press, 
1986). For another critique of neo-realism, see Keohane, Initernlationial IMstifttions annd State Pozwer 
(Boulder, Colo.: Westview, 1989), pp. 35-73. 
17. E.g., Doran, Systemns in Crisis, pp. 2-3, 258; Buzan, Jones, and Little, Logic of Anarchy, passii. 
See also the discussion in William C. Olson and A.J.R. Groom, Initernational Relationis Theni anid 
Nozw: Originis anid Trenlds ini Initerpretation (London: HarperCollins, 1991), pp. 262-284. 
18. This may not be true of Buzan, Jones, and Little, Logic of Anlarchy, one of whose chief aims 
in moving (in their terms) from neo-realism to structural realism is to make the theory more 
open to history. Their arguments, however, often seem abstract and obscure, and while they 
refer to Chinese, Greek, Roman, Hellenistic, and medieval history, they never deal with the 
European international system from 1648 on. 
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guided by structural constraints and imperatives of anarchy, self-help, and 
balance of power, and must be if they hope to survive and prosper.19 

Second, states are not functionally differentiated within the structure of 
international politics. Their common, primary function, structurally deter- 
mined, is to survive and remain independent through self-help. What dif- 
ferentiates states is instead their position within the system, i.e., their power 
relative to others. Domestic society, structured by hierarchy and heteronomy, 
enforces upon its units the mandate of specialization in order to survive. 
International society, structured by autonomy and anarchy, imposes on its 
units the mandate not to specialize but to concentrate their resources first 
and foremost on security. Only after that requirement is at least minimally 
met dare they pursue their particular aims. States ignoring this rule suffer 
serious consequences.20 

Both historical generalizations are asserted as self-evident, something 
everyone knows, rather than based on much evidence or on inductive as 
opposed to deductive argument. In Theory of International Politics, Waltz uses 
historical evidence, drawn mainly from the recent past, primarily for pur- 
poses of instantiation and to back up certain other particular theses, e.g., 
that a bipolar balance is superior to a multipolar one, or that force has not 
declined in utility in the recent past. His most extended historical discussion 
of how structure shapes outcomes in international politics draws on material 
from domestic rather than international politics, arguing that the different 
British and American political systems have historically produced different 
kinds of leaders. Other broad historical assertions accompany and support 
his two main ones, for example, the contentions that "states prefer to join 
the weaker of two coalitions" and that "secondary states, if they are free to 

19. "The daily presence of force and recurrent reliance on it mark the affairs of nations. Since 
Thucydides in Greece and Kautilya in India, the use of force and the possibility of controlling 
it have been the preoccupations of international-political studies." Waltz, Theory of International 
Politics, p. 186. "Balance-of-power politics in much the form that we know it has been practiced 
over the millennia by many different types of political units, from ancient China and India, to 
the Greek and Italian city states, and unto our own day." Waltz, "A Response to My Critics," 
in Keohane, ed., Neo-Realism, p. 341. "Over the centuries states have changed in many ways, 
but the quality of international life has remained much the same." Waltz, Theory of International 
Politics, p. 110. More such statements could be cited. 
20. Waltz, Theory of International Politics, pp. 97-99, 107, 126, and passim. It is worth noting that 
these generalizations are not solely Waltz's but are widely shared by neo-realists, and consti- 
tutive of the theory. For example, another eminent realist, Robert Gilpin, shares them in both 
War and Change and Political Economy, and these general premises form the specific bases of the 
arguments of Mearsheimer, "Back to the Future"; and Layne "The Unipolar Illusion," as dis- 
cussed below. 
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choose, flock to the weaker side; for it is the stronger side that threatens 
them," likewise without adducing historical evidence or argument.21 

Yet both of Waltz's central assertions concerning the conduct of interna- 
tional politics throughout history are vital to neo-realist theory, for according 
to Waltz, the broad outcomes of international politics over the ages and its 
sameness and repetitive character can be explained only by the structure of 
international politics as he presents it. The theory also purports to predict 
and explain the persistent strong tendency toward balance in the system,22 
and to account for the absence of functional differentiation among units and 
their differentiation solely by their position (i.e., relative power and capabil- 
ity) within it. Waltz also argues elsewhere that the placement of countries 
within the system by their relative power is the main determinant of their 
behavior within it, and this time cites historical examples as proof.23 

A Historian's View of the Neo-realist Historical World 

Some facts in the history of international politics seem to hold broadly for 
the modern European states system through much of its existence and thus 
give the Waltzian picture a primla facie plausibility. It is generally true, though 
not at all uniformly so, that states in the modern era, regardless of their 
ideology, domestic structure, individual aims, etc., have claimed exclusive 
sovereignty over their territory and the sole right to the legitimate use of 
force within it, have set a high value on their independence and security, 
have upheld their right to use force in self-defense, have tried to provide 
means for their defense, and have conducted foreign policy with an eye to 
maintaining their security and independence. This is obvious and familiar. 
Nevertheless, the more one examines Waltz's historical generalizations about 
the conduct of international politics throughout history with the aid of the 
historian's knowledge of the actual course of history, the more doubtful-in 
fact, strange-these generalizations become. 

21. Waltz, Thleory of Internatioinal Politics, pp. 126-127. 
22. Ibid., pp. 124, 128. 
23. In Waltz, "America as a Model for World? A Foreign Policy Perspective," PS: Political Scienice 
anid Politics (December 1991), pp. 667-70, Waltz contends that because the United States and the 
Soviet Union were similarly placed since 1945 by their power, their behavior was also similar, 
and he explains the "arbitrary and arrogant behavior" of such past rulers as Charles V, Louis 
XIV, Napoleon, and Kaiser Wilhelm II chiefly by their "surplus of power" (p. 669). 
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SELF-HELP: THEORY CONFRONTS PRACTICE 

Do all states, or virtually all, or all that really count, actually resort to self- 
help in the face of threats to their security and independence? Though Waltz 
does not clearly define self-help or describe its practice, one may reasonably 
infer, given the link frequently drawn between self-help and the balance of 
power, and given Waltz's insistence on the primacy of power and the struc- 
tural role of the potential and actual use of force in international politics, that 
self-help means, at least generally and primarily, the potential or actual use 
of a state's own power along with that of other units for the purposes of 
compellence, deterrence, and other modes of controlling the actions of one's 
opponents. By Waltz's rules for testing theories, neo-realist theory should 
correctly predict or confirm this kind of conduct in international politics 
throughout history, and Waltz clearly believes it does so. So, as discussed 
below, does Christopher Layne, and so do (and to some extent must) other 
realists. 

I do not. I cannot construct a history of the European states system from 
1648 to 1945 based on the generalization that most unit actors within that 
system responded to crucial threats to their security and independence by 
resorting to self-help, as defined above. In the majority of instances this just 
did not happen. In each major period in these three centuries, most unit 
actors tried if they possibly could to protect their vital interests in other ways. 
(This includes great powers as well as smaller ones, undermining the neo- 
realist argument that weaker states are more inclined to bandwagon than 
stronger ones, as discussed below.) The reasons are clear. For one thing, 
most states, most of the time, could not afford a strategy of self-help of this 
kind. They were like landowners with valuable property which they knew 
they could not possibly insure, first because insurance premiums were ru- 
inously expensive, second because against the most devastating dangers no 
insurance policy was available at any price, and third because the very 
attempt on their part to take out an insurance policy would encourage robbers 
to attack them.24 Hence the insurance policies they took out and maintained 

24. A classic example of this can be seen in the origins of the War of the Austrian Succession 
in 1740. The Habsburg monarch and German Emperor Charles VI had devoted years of costly 
diplomacy to trying to insure the rights of his daughter Maria Theresa to inherit his Austrian 
lands against any challenge to the succession on his death, by getting all interested powers 
including Prussia formally to endorse the so-called Pragmatic Sanction of her title. Frederick II 
of Prussia, seeing Charles rely on this insurance policy, and knowing that others were likely 
also to disregard their obligations. under it, immediately seized Austrian Silesia when he and 
Maria Theresa acceded to their thrones in 1740, and France and Bavaria quickly joined in the 
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in the form of armed forces, alliances, and diplomacy were mostly intended 
to protect against minor risks and to deter casual attacks or vandalism, with 
the full knowledge that if something more serious threatened, another re- 
course would be necessary. 

Other strategies were available and often tried. One commonly employed 
was hiding from threats. This could take various forms: simply ignoring the 
threat or declaring neutrality in a general crisis, possibly approaching other 
states on one or both sides of a quarrel to get them to guarantee one's safety; 
trying to withdraw into isolation; assuming a purely defensive position in 
the hope that the storm would blow over; or, usually as a later or last resort, 
seeking protection from some other power or powers in exchange for dip- 
lomatic services, friendship, or non-military support, without joining that 
power or powers as an ally or committing itself to any use of force on its 
part.25 A strategy less common, but far from unusual or unknown, was 
transcending, i.e., attempting to surmount international anarchy and go be- 
yond the normal limits of conflictual politics: to solve the problem, end the 
threat, and prevent its recurrence through some institutional arrangement 
involving an international consensus or formal agreement on norms, rules, 
and procedures for these purposes. Efforts of this kind were made in every 
era of these centuries. Another strategy was bandwagoning, i.e., joining the 
stronger side for the sake of protection and payoffs, even if this meant 
insecurity vis-a-vis the protecting power and a certain sacrifice of indepen- 
dence. Against the views of some, such as Waltz and Stephen M. Walt,26 I 
see bandwagoning as historically more common than balancing, particularly 
by smaller powers. Finally comes the strategy which, according to Waltz and 
others, is dominant and structural in international politics: self-help in the 
form of balancing against an actual or potential hegemon. Once again, con- 

attack on Austria. For the historical details, see on the French and European side especially Paul 
Vaucher, Robert Walpole et la politique de Fleury (1731-1742) (Paris: Plon-Nourrit, 1924); on the 
Austrian, Max Braubach, Versailles und Wien von Ludwig XIV bis Kaunitz (Bonn: L. Rohrschild, 
1952). 
25. What I here call "hiding" may be related to "buckpassing"; see Thomas J. Christensen and 
Jack Snyder, "Chain Gangs and Passed Bucks: Predicting Alliance Patterns in Multipolarity," 
International Organization, Vol. 44, No. 2 (Spring 1990), pp. 137-168. Hiding, however, would 
seem to be broader in scope, often involving not just an effort to pass the costs of international 
politics to someone else, or to avoid any active participation in it, but a search for some method 
of handling the threat apart from being drawn into the power-political fray, often by a very 
active foreign policy. "Hiding" may therefore be somewhat misleading as a blanket term for all 
these forms of conduct, but I can think of no more satisfactory one. 
26. Walt, Origins of Alliances. 
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trary to the view of many scholars including historians, I see this as having 
been relatively rare, and often a fallback policy or last resort.27 

A concrete example illustrating these different strategies in practice is the 
crisis in Germany (the Holy Roman Empire or Reich) caused by the Austrian 
Emperor Joseph II's attempt in 1785 to carry through the exchange of the 
Austrian Netherlands (Belgium) for Bavaria.28 Almost all German states and 
principalities saw this move as a threat to the German "balance"-by which 
they meant not simply the balance of power between the German great 
powers, Austria and Prussia, and their respective clients, but even more 
importantly for some states, the balance provided by the Reich constitution 
between the sovereign powers of Germany's various states and the limits to 
individual state power and guarantees of corporate "liberties" (i.e., privi- 
leges) within those states. The reason the proposed move would threaten 
the independence and security of the Reich and its members was not just 
that it would strengthen Austria, but also and mainly that it would damage 
the Reich as a legal order guaranteeing the liberties of all its members (another 
indication of the ways in which a purely power-political view of international 
politics is too crude to capture vital elements of the process).29 Many units 
hid from the threat, i.e., simply ignored the issue or remained neutral, even 
though they knew the outcome might affect them critically. Some balanced 
against it. Prussia and Hanover, old rivals, joined to exploit an idea already 
current, that of forming a Protestant League of Princes to check the Catholic 
Emperor and his ecclesiastical princely clients.30 Some began by hiding out, 

27. This list of the ways states have reacted to international crises and threats or tried to use 
them is not proposed as exhaustive. It was common, for example, to try to exploit threats, i.e., 
use them to gain some particular advantage for one's own state, often at the expense of another 
state than the one posing the threat. This strategy, however, seems impossible to characterize 
as a particular response to threats, since it always or almost always plays into attempts to 
balance or bandwagon, and frequently is involved in attempts to hide and transcend as well. 
Thus it would seem characteristic of competitive power politics in general, and not a particular 
mode of response to threats within it. 
28. Good discussions are in K.O. von Aretin, Heiliges Romisches Reich 1 776-1806, 2 vols. (Wies- 
baden: F. Steiner, 1967); and Max Braubach, Maria Theresias jiingster Sohn Max Franz, letzter 
Kurfiirst von Koln (Vienna: Herold, 1961). 
29. Aretin, Heiliges Romisches Reich, repeatedly stresses this theme, but it is also generally 
recognized by students of the constitutional history of the Empire. See for example John C. 
Gagliardo, Reich and Nation: The Holy Roman Empire as Idea and Reality, 1763-1806 (Bloomington: 
Indiana University Press, 1980); Jean-Francois Noel, Le Saint Empire (Paris: Presses Universitaires 
de France, 1976). This tension between balance of power and balance of rights, Machtordnung 
and Rechtsordnung, prominent especially in the old regime but important in all eras, tends to be 
blurred or erased by the neo-realist approach. 
30. T.C.W. Blanning, "George III and the Fuirstenbund," Historical Journal, Vol. 20, No. 2 (June 
1977), pp. 311-344. 
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then saw that Emperor Joseph would lose his nerve, and bandwagoned to 
the winning Prussian side. But some also tried to transcend; that is, certain 
lesser princes attempted to form a union of smaller states not to stop Prussia 
or Austria by force (which they knew was beyond their resources) or to 
balance with either great power or against both, but to rise above the quarrel, 
reviving and reforming the institutions and constitution of the Empire so as 
to provide guarantees for everyone's territorial rights, and a machinery for 
the arbitration of future disputes.31 

This kind of scenario, in which different states perceiving the same threat 
or similar ones adopted differing strategies to meet them, is seen in almost 
every major crisis throughout the centuries in question. For this reason alone, 
neo-realist theory cannot accommodate the history of international politics 
as I know it; too many facts and insights vital for explaining broad devel- 
opments and results do not pass through its prism. 

To be sure, this assertion has been supported here only by example rather 
than proof; even after a thorough historical elaboration it would still remain 
controversial, given the debates over historical interpretation and the noto- 
rious difficulties of deciding which motives and strategies guided historical 
actors. Yet the problem of divergent strategies here indicated is not unknown 
to theorists. Stephen Walt proposes to meet it with an argument that states 
balance against threats rather than simply against power. This does not, 
however, really help answer the question of which of the four strategies- 
hiding, transcending, bandwagoning, or self-help-or which combination of 
them, prevailed in each instance. Walt's thesis, designed to help neo-realist 
theory explain why states so often join overwhelmingly powerful coalitions, 
actually makes it virtually impossible to distinguish between "balancing" and 
"bandwagoning" or to determine the real motives of actors, since any band- 
wagoning state is likely to claim that it is actually "balancing" against a 
threatening enemy. The argument thus begs the very question it is supposed 
to answer, namely, whether weaker states tend to balance or to bandwagon 
in the face of threats from more powerful states.32 Besides, states seldom 

31. For evidence that this kind of transcending was not an uncommon occurrence, but a frequent 
feature of Imperial politics, see K.O. von Aretin, ed., Der Kurfiirst von Mainz und die Kreisasso- 
ziationen 1648-1746 (Wiesbaden: F. Steiner, 1975). 
32. An example: when Japan and China declared war on Germany during the First World War, 
they were plainly bandwagoning-Japan in order to seize German possessions in Asia, China 
to escape isolation and gain British and French protection against Japan and Imperial Russia. 
Yet both Japan and China claimed to be balancing against German imperialism. Or in 1939-40, 
when various states in southeastern Europe (Hungary, Rumania, Bulgaria, and momentarily 
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choose a strategy unconditionally or without mixed motives, and in particular 
they consider what strategy will yield the greatest side payments (territorial 
gains, future alliances, political concessions, prestige, etc.).33 

Even if no ironclad case can be made from history, I can back the assertion 
that neorealism is incorrect in its claims for the repetitiveness of strategy and 
the prevalence of balancing in international politics, with brief examples of 
how the various competing strategies were used in the face of threat in four 
major periods of war: the French revolutionary and Napoleonic wars (1792- 
1815), the Crimean War (1853-56), the First World War (1914-18), and the 
Second World War (1939-45). These make a prima facie case against Waltz's 
generalizations. 

FRENCH REVOLUTIONARY AND NAPOLEONIC WARS. The French revolutionary 
and Napoleonic wars are often considered a classic case of balancing, with 
allied coalitions repeatedly being formed to defeat France's bid for hegemony 
and restore the balance of power. However, this view will not stand exami- 
nation. The First Coalition (1792-97) was formed against France at a time 
when, though it provoked the coalition into being and started the war by its 
aggressive behavior and ideology, France was militarily extremely weak and 
vulnerable and had lost all its allies and political influence in Europe. Austria 
and Prussia (or at least most of their leaders) expected to win the war easily; 
the smaller states, if they could not hide from the conflict, gravitated toward 
the apparently overwhelmingly superior allied coalition, which included 
Spain, Piedmont, Tuscany, Naples, and various German states, soon joined 
in early 1793 by Great Britain. Once France's real revolutionary power became 
apparent from late 1793 on, states began hiding by leaving the coalition 
(Prussia, Tuscany, and some German states) or bandwagoning by joining 
France, as Spain did.34 The same thing happened to the Second Coalition 
(1798-1801): states hid or bandwagoned to the allied side so long as it was 
winning, to mid-1799, and then bandwagoned to France's side from late 1799 

Yugoslavia) allied with Germany, they were plainly bandwagoning-but also, perhaps genu- 
inely, balancing against the threat from the USSR. 
33. A good example is the conduct of Piedmont-Savoy under King Victor Amadeus II before 
and during the War of the Spanish Succession (1702-14). He always bandwagoned with the 
stronger side, shifting alliances to do so; he always exacted the highest possible price for doing 
so; and he always claimed (and conceivably to some extent believed) that he was balancing 
against the greatest threat to his state and Europe. For his policy, see Geoffrey Symcox, Victor 
Amadeus II (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1983), chaps. 8, 10, and 12. 
34. I draw here on the account in my Transformation of European Politics, chap. 3; but see also 
T.C.W. Blanning, The Origins of the French Revolutionary Wars (London: Longman's, 1986). 
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on. Even Russia, a main founder of the Second Coalition, did so.35 In every 
succeeding war from late 1799 to mid-1813, despite the fact that France under 
Napoleon had become by far both the most powerful Continental state and 
the most ambitious and insatiable one, the French-led coalition was always 
larger and stronger than its counterpart; more states always bandwagoned 
than balanced. In several instances Napoleon was able to organize most of 
Europe for war against a single isolated foe (Britain in 1803 and 1807, Prussia 
in 1806, Spain in 1808, Austria in 1809, Russia in 1812). In short, the main 
response to Napoleonic hegemony and imperialism by European states, large 
and small alike, was not balancing but either hiding or bandwagoning. (There 
were also attempts to transcend, mainly in the form of trying to transform 
French conquest and domination into a new federal order for Germany and 
Europe, but these proved futile in the face of Napoleon's militarism.) Besides 
the smaller, weaker states who bandwagoned as Napoleon's satellites, many 
of them willingly and profitably, every major power in Europe except Great 
Britain-Prussia, Austria, Russia, Spain-bandwagoned as France's active 
ally for a considerable period. Wars continued to break out mainly not be- 
cause European states tried to balance against France as a hegemonic power, 
but because Napoleon's ambition and lawless conduct frustrated their re- 
peated efforts to hide or bandwagon. This happened to Prussia from 1795 to 
1806 and from 1807 to 1810, Spain from 1795 to 1808, Austria in 1806-08 and 
1809-13, and Russia in 1807-12.36 Even after Napoleon's disastrous defeat in 
Russia in 1812, the Continental coalition that Russia and Prussia formed in 
early 1813 to "balance" against France was smaller than the coalition Napo- 
leon re-formed from his allies and satellites, and was initially defeated by it. 
Only after the failure of Austria's attempt to transcend the crisis, by mediat- 
ing a negotiated peace in the summer of 1813, did Austria join the coalition 
(for purposes of controlling and ending rather than winning the war), and 
only after the decisive defeat of Napoleon's army at Leipzig in October 1813 
did his coalition break up, with smaller states bandwagoning to the winning 
allied side.37 

THE CRIMEAN WAR. The Crimean War, originally seen by most Britons and 
still viewed by some historians as a case of "balancing" against Russian 

35. Paul W. Schroeder, "The Collapse of the Second Coalition," Journal of Modern History, Vol. 
59, No. 2 (June 1987), pp. 244-290. 
36. For a brief survey of the evidence, see Paul W. Schroeder, "Napoleon's Foreign Policy: A 
Criminal Enterprise," Journal of Military History, Vol. 54, No. 2 (April 1990), pp. 147-162. 
37. Again, this is shown in detail in my Transformation of European Politics, chaps. 5-8, 10-12. 
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domination of Europe, actually began with a clearly superior allied coalition 
(Britain, France, and the Ottoman Empire) facing a Russia diplomatically 
isolated, politically and militarily threatened, aware of its peril, and looking 
for an honorable retreat. No neutral state in Europe therefore considered 
Russia a military threat at that time. Even Austria, which had a general fear 
of Russian domination of the Balkans, recognized that this danger was for 
the moment allayed, and tried hard to prevent the war. Most German states, 
including Prussia, considered the Anglo-French coalition a greater military 
and political threat to their security and interests. Yet Sardinia-Piedmont 
joined the dominant coalition militarily, Austria did so politically, and even 
Prussia and the German Confederation, although sympathetic to Russia and 
wanting only to hide from the conflict, were dragged into helping force 
Russia to admit defeat and accept an imposed settlement. In short, some 
states, great and small, bandwagoned; others tried to hide and then band- 
wagoned; still others, like Sweden, Denmark, and the Low Countries, re- 
mained in hiding; none balanced against Anglo-French domination. Once 
again, moreover, there was a major effort to transcend: Austria's attempt to 
stop the war short of victory by a negotiated settlement intended to produce 
a new concert and a permanent solution to the Eastern question.38 

THE FIRST WORLD WAR. The distinction between balancing and bandwag- 
oning becomes especially difficult to draw in the First World War. It is 
possible, though far from clear, that initially both sides were balancing against 
the other's threat rather than bidding for hegemony. However, the distinction 
between aiming for balance or hegemony, always problematic, becomes vir- 
tually meaningless here, since, once engaged in war, both sides could envi- 
sion security only through clear military supremacy, and both fought for 
imperialist goals designed to insure it.39 Moreover, other states plainly pre- 
ferred either to hide (Spain, Holland, Denmark, Sweden, Switzerland) or to 
bandwagon with the victor so as to defeat their particular enemies and make 
gains at their expense (Turkey, Bulgaria, Italy, Rumania, Greece, Japan, and 
China). As things turned out, only two powers joined the smaller and pu- 

38. See Paul W. Schroeder, Austria, Great Britain and the Crimean War (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell 
University Press, 1972); Winfried Baumgart, Der Frieden von Paris 1856 (Wiesbaden: F. Steiner, 
1972); Ann Pottinger Saab, Origins of the Crimean Alliance (Charlottesville: University of Virginia 
Press, 1977); and Norman Rich, Why the Crimean War? (Hanover, N.H.: University Press of New 
England, 1985). 
39. A brilliant recent study proving this with massive evidence, especially for the Allied side, 
is G.-H. Soutou, L'Or et le Sang: les buts de guerre economiques de la Premiere Guerre mondiale (Paris: 
Fayard, 1989). 
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tatively weaker Central Powers (Bulgaria and Turkey, both under a degree 
of duress); more joined the larger allied one (Italy, Rumania, Greece, Japan, 
China, the United States, and all the British Dominions). Certain of these, 
especially Italy and Rumania, explicitly tried to bandwagon with the victo- 
rious side at the right moment to share the spoils. Moreover, one cannot 
overlook attempts by neutrals (the Papal State, Sweden, Switzerland, the 
United States) and even certain belligerents (Austria-Hungary and the Rus- 
sian Provisional Government in 1917) to transcend the conflict by promoting 
a negotiated peace.40 

WORLD WAR TWO. The pattern is a bit clearer in World War Two in Europe. 
Even before the war, Germany's growing power and political success pro- 
moted extensive hiding and bandwagoning in Western and Eastern Europe. 
Belgium dropped its ties to France in 1936 and reverted to neutrality; Holland, 
Denmark, and Norway not only remained ostentatiously neutral but declined 
even to arm for self-defense before they were overrun. Chamberlain's ap- 
peasement policy was certainly not balancing, but an attempt at a British 
partnership with Germany for peace; Daladier's abandonment of Czechoslo- 
vakia can be seen as France's attempt to avoid war by hiding. The Little 
Entente of Czechoslovakia, Rumania, and Yugoslavia, a potential instrument 
for balancing against Germany, fell apart even before Munich; the French- 
Czech-Russian alliance collapsed at Munich; and Poland and Hungary joined 
with Germany in despoiling Czechoslovakia. Italy, despite Mussolini's and 
Ciano's fears of Germany, moved decisively to Hitler's side in May 1939, and 
the Soviet Union followed in August. The Poles, although standing firm 
against German demands and accepting a British guarantee, steadfastly re- 
fused to join a balancing alliance with Russia against Germany and essentially 
pinned their hopes of salvation on hiding in independent neutrality. After 
France's defeat, the Vichy regime tried to bandwagon with Hitler's Germany. 
Hungary, Bulgaria, and Rumania joined his camp, while Yugoslavia's appar- 
ent reversal of its decision to do so in March 1941 was actually a purely 
domestic political coup. Even neutrals (Sweden, Turkey, Switzerland, Spain) 
leaned toward Germany so long as the tide of war was going Hitler's way. 
Once the tide of battle turned in 1941-42, however, states began bandwa- 
goning with Hitler's enemies, many joining the "United Nations." Even 
Franco's Spain and Peron's Argentina finally leaned toward the Allies (al- 

40. The literature here is too massive to summarize; a good recent overview is David Stevenson, 
The First World War and International Politics (Oxford: Clarendon, 1988). 
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though Spain felt a threat from Britain and Argentina from the United States), 
while Fascist Italy did an eighteenth-century volte-face and joined them as a 
co-belligerent. 

Even if one allows considerable room for differences of interpretation of 
these well-known developments, neo-realist generalizations about the repet- 
itiveness of strategy and the prevalence of balancing in international politics 
do not withstand historical scrutiny. 

The neo-realist answer is likely to be that regardless of all the supposed 
variations in unit behavior, neo-realism still explains and predicts the broad 
patterns of behavior and overall outcomes of international history. Hiding, 
transcending, and bandwagoning are all just different forms and strategies 
of self-help; and in the last analysis, bids for hegemony are defeated, and 
new balances of power do emerge. The historian's preliminary reply would 
be, first, to ask what serious content remains to the concept of self-help if it 
includes strategies so diverse and even contradictory as these. Indeed, what 
becomes of the structural constraints of anarchy if they are elastic enough to 
allow some of the behaviors involved in transcending? Second, it is far from 
obvious (as discussed below) that in the long run bids for hegemony always 
fail and new balances emerge. Finally, if these central generalizations of neo- 
realist theory do not hold, what use is it to the historian? What does it really 
explain and predict? 

THE FACT OF FUNCTIONAL DIFFERENTIATION 

Waltz's second generalization is that states are differentiated in the interna- 
tional system not by their functions but only by their power position within 
it. In fact, however, during every period of the Westphalian era, states of 
various sizes defined their place and role within the system, and were ac- 
corded status and recognition by other states, not simply according to their 
positions of power, even relative to other adjacent units, but also, and often 
mainly, on the basis of their specific functions within the system. My claim 
is not that the functional differentiation here alluded to, within the interna- 
tional system, is equivalent to what Waltz or other neo-realists mean by 
functional differentiation within hierarchical systems, e.g., between various 
offices within a domestic government, or between firms in a domestic econ- 
omy. Obviously the two are not the same, in either kind or degree. Nor is 
this merely a general complaint that more functional differentiation of some 
sort has been involved in the history of international politics than neo-realism 
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recognizes.41 Even if true, that might be unimportant as an objection to the 
theory. 

The issue involved is again the central one of this essay: does neo-realism 
adequately explain the broad outcomes and general pattern of international 
history? The question of functional differentiation is raised here to address 
this point, first, by showing that Waltz's argument-that "the domestic im- 
perative is 'specialize!"' and "the international imperative is 'take care of 
yourself!"' so that "what each state does for itself is much like what all of 
the others are doing"42-is unsound even as a broad historical generalization; 
and second and still more important, by arguing that major outcomes and 
overall patterns in international history cannot be explained adequately un- 
less one recognizes and allows for a great amount of functional differentiation 
of a particular kind. 

To be specific: throughout the Westphalian era states both great and small, 
aware of their vulnerability and threats, sought survival in the international 
arena not only by means of strategies other than balancing (by bandwagon- 
ing, hiding, and transcending) but also, precisely, by specializing. They 
claimed, that is, an ability to perform certain important international func- 
tions or fill particular vital roles within the system that no other unit could 
do or do as well, and expected other powers to recognize these functions, 
to give them support or assistance, and even to accept their leadership on 
these functional grounds. These claims, far from being regularly dismissed 
as propaganda or window-dressing, were often discussed and debated. 
Questions of how functions and roles were assigned to individual actors 
within the international system, whether these roles were necessary and 
justified, and how well the actors were fulfilling them, became major issues 
in international politics (and still are), and formed the basis for many deci- 
sions and actions. Most important, they affected broad outcomes. The sur- 
vival of states could depend on them: states that successfully specialized 
within the international system could continue to exist and prosper long after 
they were unable or unwilling to defend themselves, while states that failed 
to specialize or whose specialty lost its international relevance might be 
destroyed. In other words, the international imperative was not just "Take 
care of yourself!" but also, in a real sense, "Specialize!"; failure to specialize 
in the international system could equally well be punished. Furthermore, 

41. See Buzan, Jones, and Little, Logic of Anarchy, pp. 131, 146, and 238-239. 
42. Waltz, Theory of International Politics, pp. 106-107. 
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the durability, stability, and peaceful or bellicose character of the system of 
international politics in different eras could and did depend to a major degree 
upon whether this kind of functional differentiation between states was 
allowed and promoted, or was discouraged and destroyed. 

To prove these assertions in detail would spring the bounds of this article, 
but a list of examples drawn from the first half of the nineteenth century 
(1815-48) will illustrate the functional differentiation posited here: 

Britain, for example, claimed during this period and others to be the special 
holder of the European balance, protecting small states, promoting consti- 
tutional liberty, encouraging commerce, and preserving peace. 

Russia claimed to be the guardian of the monarchical order in Europe, 
defender of all states against revolution, and protector especially of smaller 
states against threats or domination by other great powers. 

The United Netherlands after 1815 claimed special treatment, and after 
1830 Belgium claimed guaranteed neutrality, because the Low Countries 
served Britain and others as a barrier against French expansion, and served 
Austria, Prussia, and the lesser German states as a vital economic and polit- 
ical link connecting Britain to the Continent and Central Europe, curbing its 
drift toward isolation and preoccupation with its empire. 

Switzerland had special functions as a neutral state under joint European 
guarantee, which were both strategic-to keep the passes between Germany 
and Italy out of any one great power's control-and broadly political-to 
make France, Austria, and Germany jointly responsible for a crucial area. 

Denmark and Sweden undertook roles as neutrals guarding the entrance 
to the Baltic, thus serving everyone's commercial interests and preventing 
the constant struggles over the region from 1558 to 1815 from flaring up 
again. 

The Papal State functioned as the political base for the Pope's independent 
reign as head of the Catholic church, which was considered vital by many 
states, including Protestant ones, to prevent international struggles over 
control of the church and religion. 

The Ottoman Empire played roles both strategic-keeping the Turkish 
Straits and other vital areas out of great-power hands-and political-buff- 
ering against possible Austro-Russian clashes over influence in the Balkans, 
or Anglo-Russian conflict over the routes to India. 

The smaller German powers played roles as independent states in fore- 
stalling struggles between Austria or Prussia for control of Germany, or 
attempts by France or Russia to dominate it from the flanks; as well as buffers 
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and decompression zones between the absolutist East and the liberal-consti- 
tutionalist West. 

Many special international functions were assigned to the German Con- 
federation from 1815 on: regulating and controlling conflicts between indi- 
vidual German states, between estates and princes within individual states, 
between the Confederation and the individual states, between Protestants 
and Catholics, and between the great powers Austria and Prussia, former 
bitter rivals for supremacy in Germany and now required to work together 
to manage the Confederation. 

Any historian knowledgeable in this area could extend this list. It is hard 
to conceive an international history of this period or any other which did not 
explicitly or implicitly deal with the different roles and functions filled by 
various units within the international system, and their effects. It is no 
answer to say that many of these special international functions were related 
to questions of security, and therefore can be considered as aspects of the 
states' relative power position within the structure. Of course they were 
often (but not always) related to questions of power and security. That is 
almost axiomatic in an international system. But this does not mean that 
these roles can be reduced to security factors and considered solely for their 
effects on security and the balance of power. Moreover, one can easily show 
in many instances that these functions and roles modified the behavior of 
states, including great powers, and significantly changed their purposes and 
methods in using power. For example, one reason Russia's conduct toward 
the Ottoman Empire in this period differed so strikingly from that in the 
previous half-century was the Russian Tsars' new self-conception as guard- 
ians of the European order and peace.43 Britain's continental policy was 
powerfully influenced by its self-imposed role of advancing liberalism and 
constitutionalism.44 Finally, to reduce or subordinate functional differentia- 
tion as here described to purposes of security and balance of power would 
be stand its meaning, purposes, and effects in international history on their 
heads. The basic point of making these functional claims and of differentiat- 
ing roles in all eras, but above all in 1815-48, is that states and their leaders, 
seeing that certain problems if left unmanaged would lead to dangerous 

43. See, for example, Barbara Jelavich, Russia's Balkan Entainglements 1806-1914 (New York: 
Cambridge University Press, 1991). 
44. Anselm Doering-Manteuffel, Vomn Wienier Kongress zur Pariser Koiferenz. Englanzd, die detutsche 
Frage lind das Mdichtesystem 1815-1856 (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1991). 
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security issues and balance of power confrontations, used the device of 
functional differentiation to remove problem areas and states from power 
politics and balance of power competition by recognizing and sanctioning 
particular roles and functions for particular states. Every example of func- 
tional differentiation in the Vienna system noted above illustrates this rule. 
They were all, in other words, instances not of balancing but of transcending, 
often in a collective, consensual way.45 

The ideal example to show that the role of a state within the international 
system cannot be reduced to its power position, but must include its wider 
systemic functions, is the Habsburg Monarchy. Since its emergence as a great 
power in the late seventeenth century, the Monarchy had vital security 
interests to protect and strategic roles to play. In the Vienna system from 
1815 on it was supposed to control Italy, help check Russia and France, help 
preserve the Ottoman Empire, and share in the organization and leadership 
of the German Confederation with Prussia, all in the interests of a peaceful, 
independent, defensively-oriented central Europe. But besides these security- 
related functions, which, if one were determined to do so, could all somehow 
be subsumed under the protean category of "balance of power," Austria also 
had other roles and functions, widely recognized (though not in formal 
treaties) and at least as indispensable for European peace and stability as its 
strategic-security ones, especially as the century wore on. It was fated by its 
own history, geography, and ethnic composition to be an arena where the 
two largest ethnic groups in Europe, Germans and Slavs, met and interpene- 
trated, along with other peoples neither German nor Slav. Within the Mon- 
archy, as elsewhere in Eastern Europe, different cultures, religions, and 
nationalities crossed, clashed, and mingled with each other, making Austria, 
like it or not, the main seed-bed and nursery for one of the most important 
developments in nineteenth-century international history: the awakening of 
the peoples of east-central Europe to a consciousness of their nationality and 
a desire for political autonomy, if not independence. Only Austria conceiv- 
ably had a chance to manage that process within and without its own borders 
in the interest of international stability; only if Austria continued to exist as 

45. Though this principle applies especially to 1815-48, it was never absent from other periods. 
For example, the long sixteenth-seventeeth century contest between Habsburg Spain and France, 
often seen as a straightforward struggle for hegemony, has been shown also to have been a 
struggle over which power was better fitted and entitled to fill the vital European functions of 
leading Christendom and guaranteeing peace. See, inter alia, Eberhard Straub, Pax et Imperium: 
Spaniens Kampf um seine Friedensordnung in Europa zwischen 1617 und 1635 (Paderborn: Schoningh, 
1980). 
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an independent state, moreover, could Europe seriously hope to avoid an 
eventual struggle between Teuton and Slav for control of this area, and with 
it the mastery of Europe. It is therefore critical to an understanding of the 
nineteenth-century international system and of its two most important 
power-political problems-the emergence of nationalities and national states, 
and the potential struggle between Teuton and Slav for mastery in east- 
central Europe-to see that the system's functioning in a real sense depended 
upon Austria-Hungary's filling certain special, vital functions and roles, 
whether it wanted to or not. The character of international politics generally, 
and the survival of the system, would depend very heavily on both whether 
Austria proved able and willing to carry out these tasks, and whether the 
prevailing systemic rules and principles of international conduct in various 
periods allowed and encouraged this functional differentiation, or instead 
discouraged, punished, and ultimately destroyed it. Much of nineteenth- 
century European international history-indeed, the heart of it-must be 
seen in these terms. Otherwise one cannot really understand or explain either 
the remarkable peacefulness of the system in 1815-48 (the real "Long Peace" 
of international history, in most respects far superior to the much-celebrated 
"Long Peace" since 1945), the wars and strains of the mid-century, or the 
final degeneration and collapse by 1914.46 A theory that holds that states are 
differentiated within the system solely by their relative power position cannot 
possibly deal successfully with this history or its outcome, any more than 
Newtonian physics can work for quantum mechanics. This neo-realist as- 
sumption, like its view of the unchanging, repetitive nature of balance-of- 
power politics and outcomes throughout the ages, may make its theory of 
international politics simple, parsimonious, and elegant; they also make it, 
for the historian at least, unhistorical, unusable, and wrong. 

The Neo-realist Theory of History Applied 

The probable response from neo-realists will be to repeat, perhaps with weary 
exasperation, that predictive power rather than descriptive accuracy is the 

46. For an elaboration of this thesis, see Paul W. Schroeder, "World War I as Galloping Gertie: 
A Reply to Joachim Remak," Jolurinal of Moderni History, Vol. 44, No. 3 (September 1972), pp. 319- 
344; for Austrian foreign policy, see above all F.R. Bridge, The Habsblnrg Monlarchy among the Great 
Pozwers, 1815-1918 (New York: Berg, 1991). For another instance of the major effects of eliminating 
small states and their special functions in the system, see Paul W. Schroeder, "The Lost Inter- 
mediaries: The Impact of 1870 on the European System," Iinterniationlal History Reviezw, Vol. 6, No. 
1 (February 1984), pp. 1-27. 
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goal of theory. All these alleged attempts of states to hide, "transcend," or 
differentiate themselves functionally reflect unit-level differences in behavior, 
but do not change the essential structure in which the great powers, their 
power positions, and the balance of power remain decisive. The historian is 
free to describe the events of international politics as the detailed evidence 
seems to require; neo-realist theory points to its systemic structure and 
essential dynamics to explain and predict the broad outcomes and patterns 
of the story. 

I have tried to show by historical argument and examples that it is precisely 
the broad outcomes and general patterns of international history which neo- 
realist theory does not explain, or even recognize. Pursuing this point further 
on a theoretical level could lead to a sterile debate over just how broad and 
general outcomes or patterns have to be in order to be captured by neo- 
realist theory. Instead, therefore, let us examine a particular instance in which 
neo-realist theory is used specifically and in fairly detailed fashion by a neo- 
realist to explain and predict historical outcomes and patterns which neo- 
realist theory itself considers vital and claims to explain by its system dynam- 
ics, and see whether this application of neo-realism can withstand historical 
scrutiny. 

Christopher Layne's article "The Unipolar Illusion" is ideally suited to this 
experiment. True, his ultimate purpose in the article is to base certain pre- 
dictions of the future course of international politics and prescriptions for 
current policy on the broad patterns and outcomes he finds and explains in 
history through neo-realist theory. These predictions and prescriptions, how- 
ever, as well as other related ones, do not concern us here.47 The question 
is solely what happens when neo-realist theory is used to explain and predict 
its version of the important broad outcomes and patterns in international 
history. 

Having founded his case explicitly on standard neo-realist premises con- 
cerning the prevalence, rationale, and pervasive effects of balancing in inter- 
national politics,48 Layne sets out to demonstrate the correctness and impor- 

47. Layne, "The Unipolar Illusion." See also, e.g., Mearsheimer, "Back to the Future"; Mear- 
sheimer, "The Case for a Ukrainian Nuclear Deterrent," Foreign Affairs, Vol. 72, No. 3 (Summer 
1993), pp. 50-66; Kenneth N. Waltz, "The Emerging Structure of International Politics," Inter- 
national Security, Vol. 18, No. 2 (Summer 1993), pp. 44-79. 
48. Some characteristic assertions are that "states balance against hegemons," even would-be 
benevolent ones like the United States; that "in international politics, overwhelming power 
repels and leads other states to balance against it"; that balancing is done "to correct a skewed 
distribution of relative power in the international system"; and that it "has especially strong 
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tance of a particular prediction of structural realism, namely, that whenever 
a dominant or hegemonic power emerges at particular times, producing a 
"unipolar system," tight systemic constraints lead weaker states to balance 
against that power and "eligible" states to become great powers in response. 
The historical part of the article is devoted to showing how the emergence 
of new great powers in two eras, 1660-1713 and 1860-1910, represented "a 
response to unipolarity" and "an eligible state's adjustment to the interna- 
tional system's structural constraints" (pp. 16 and 20), and thus confirm neo- 
realist predictions. The system dynamics of neo-realist theory, he insists, 
directly produce broad historical effects: 

The rise of England and Habsburg Austria-that is, the international system's 
transformation from unipolarity to multipolarity-is directly traceable to an- 
archy and its consequences: the sameness effect and balancing. Because 
French dominance threatened their security and autonomy, England and 
Austria responded by: (1) organizing the Grand Alliances that, in the Nine 
Years' War and the War of the Spanish Succession, sought to contain France 
and counter its power; and (2) reorganizing themselves administratively, 
militarily, and economically to acquire great power capabilities comparable 
to France's (p. 18). 

He further claims that in 1860-1910 Germany in a similar fashion, and the 
United States and Japan in a slightly different but equally "structurally de- 
termined" way (p. 23) became great powers in imitation of and response to 
Britain's hegemony (pp. 20-31). He concludes, therefore, that: "The historical 
evidence from 1660-1714 and 1860-1914 strongly supports the hypothesis 
derived from neo-realist theory: unipolar moments cause geopolitical back- 
lashes that lead to multipolarity" (p. 32). 

Both the thesis, widely held by neo-realists, and the claim that the historical 
record confirms it are admirably clear. Since the periods covered are exten- 
sive, the historical problems complex, and the literature massive, my attempt 
to test these claims here must be highly compressed and oversimplified. Yet 
enough can be offered to justify a conclusion. 

Historians might raise serious objections to characterizing France's situa- 
tion in 1660 as a "unipolar moment" in a sense comparable to that of the 
United States today, as Layne does. The reasons are numerous: France's 

explanatory power in accounting for the facts that unipolarity tends to be short-lived and that 
would-be hegemons invariably fail to achieve lasting dominance." Layne, "The Unipolar Illu- 
sion," pp. 7-12. 
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reach was limited to western and northwestern Europe; it was unable to 
control the struggles in northern Europe, the Baltic, and southeastern Europe; 
France's naval, commercial, and colonial position, while important, was 
never dominant; some of its frontiers were not secure, especially in the north 
and east; even its wealth was great only in comparison to the extreme poverty 
of most states and princes.49 Neither France nor any other seventeenth- 
century state could achieve any stable alliances or spheres of influence.50 
Basically, therefore, France was dominant only where it could bring its su- 
perior army to bear, and that was not very far, or in many places at once, a 
fact crucial in the outcome.51 

Yet if Layne's "unipolar moment" thesis is debatable, historians would 
nonetheless agree that France was the most powerful state in Europe in 1660, 
that it may have had a chance for peaceful hegemony in the West (at least 
two of Louis's foreign ministers urged him to seek this instead of conquests), 
and that Louis XIV clearly lost this chance and temporarily exhausted France 
in a series of wars from 1667 to 1714. This outcome, Layne claims, is predicted 
by neo-realist theory, and resulted from systemic constraints that led weaker 
powers, especially England and Austria, under the threat of French hege- 
mony and the imperatives of balance of power politics, to respond by imi- 
tating or adapting French institutions, developing their own power, and 

49. France in 1660 had just emerged from a century of religious, civil, and international wars 
which it had often barely survived, and was not so much powerful in its own right as by virtue 
of the weakness, decline, and undeveloped state of almost all the other powers, at a time when 
the European international system was still being formed and hardly represented a single system 
at all. Much modern scholarship emphasizes the limits of the actual power and reach of most 
early modern states, their narrow military and fiscal resources, and their vulnerability to internal 
revolt and external attack and subversion. Some major works are Richard Bonney, Political 
Change in France under Richelieu and Mazarin (New York: Oxford University Press, 1977); Brian 
M. Downing, The Military Revolution and Political Change (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University 
Press, 1991); Pierre Goubert, Mazarin (Paris: Fayard, 1990); David Parker, The Making of French 
Absolutism (London: Edward Arnold, 1983); Perez Zagorin, Rebels and Rulers, 1500-1660, 2 vols. 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1982); Fritz Redlich, The German Military Enterpriser 
and His Work Force, 2 vols. (Wiesbaden: F. Steiner, 1964); Andre Corvisier, Armies and Societies in 
Europe, 1494-1789 (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1979); Corvisier, La France de Louis 
XIV, 1643-1715 (Paris: SEDES, 1979); and G.N. Clark, War and Society in the Seventeenth Century 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1958). 
50. For good discussions of the possibilities and limits of foreign policy in that age, see Heinz 
Duchhardt, ed., Rahmenbedingungen und Handlungsspielrduine europdischer Aussenpolitik im Zeitalter 
Ludwigs XIV (Berlin: Duncker and Humblot, 1991); Johannes Kunisch, ed., Expansion und Gleich- 
gewicht (Berlin: Duncker and Humblot, 1986). 
51. For example, in the various wars of Louis XIV France could not conquer the flooded Dutch 
heartland, nor hold onto the German Rhineland while campaigning in the Netherlands, nor 
defend its own frontiers while providing enough help to its Spanish and German allies, nor 
sustain its ally Sweden against Brandenburg. 
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balancing against France to create a new multipolar balance of power. Does 
this broad interpretation fit the facts of history? 

THE RESPONSE TO FRENCH HEGEMONY, 1660-1713 

The only enemy of France and "balancer" against it in 1660 was Habsburg 
Spain, which had been finally defeated and exhausted by France in a long 
series of wars ending in the Peace of the Pyrenees in 1659. Louis XIV's first 
target, for reasons of military glory, prestige and status, and security, was 
the Spanish Netherlands (Belgium). The King's program of expansion in the 
Low Countries directly endangered the Dutch Republic (curiously omitted 
from Layne's account, although it is central to the whole story) and would 
ultimately threaten England. Neo-realist theory therefore would predict that 
England and the Dutch would join with Spain to contain France, especially 
when Louis attacked the Spanish Netherlands in the War of Devolution in 
1667-68. Nothing of the sort occurred. Instead, Charles II of England, having 
earlier tried unsuccessfully for a marriage and subsidy alliance with Spain 
for dynastic reasons, allied with France and launched a war against the Dutch 
Republic in 1664 in order to destroy Dutch commerce. The Dutch, led by the 
Amsterdam-centered republican (i.e., anti-Orangist Stadholder) party and its 
leader Johan De Witt, while fighting the English, negotiated with their old 
allies, the French, for a deal in which each would take part of the Spanish 
Netherlands while preserving a portion as a joint buffer state. This Dutch 
effort at security by bandwagoning with France failed, at the same time the 
English naval war against the Dutch turned sour, leading Britain and the 
Netherlands to end their war in 1667 and negotiate a Triple Alliance with 
Sweden, ostensibly to defend Spain from France. This apparent balancing 
against France, however, was deceptive; both powers never intended to 
defend Spain but rather to make Spain subsidize Sweden (which it finally 
did), while they used their alliance to induce France to make a mutually 
profitable deal with them at Spain's expense. Hence in this first decade of 
Louis's rule everybody except Spain, which as victim and loser had no choice, 
bandwagoned with France and increased the French hegemonic threat.52 

52. For general surveys, see Derek McKay and H.M. Scott, The Rise of the Great Powers 1648- 
1815 (London: Longman, 1982); and Gaston Zeller, Les Temps Modernes, 2 vols. (Paris: Hachette, 
1953-55); for France, Louis Andre, Louis XIV et l'Europe (Paris: Michel, 1950); for England, Keith 
G. Feiling, British Foreign Policy 1660-1672 (London: F. Cass, 1968 [original ed., 1930]), and 
G.M.D. Howat, Stuart anid Cromwellian Foreign Policy (New York: St. Martin's, 1974); for the 
Dutch Republic, Herbert H. Rowen, Johan de Witt: Statesman of the "True Freedom" (Cambridge: 
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This pattern continued. In 1670, with Louis bent on further expansion into 
the Netherlands, Charles II of England signed the secret Treaty of Dover 
committing England to a joint war with the French against the Dutch; En- 
gland joined the French in the attack on the Dutch in 1672. The Dutch 
Republic under De Witt, having tried unsuccessfully to appease France by 
proposing an alliance and a favorable deal on the Spanish Netherlands, faced 
virtual collapse in mid-1672 under the sudden French onslaught, and offered 
France peace on very favorable terms (more appeasement). Louis's foreign 
minister urged him to accept, but the king, following his own instincts and 
his war minister's advice, chose military conquest over a glorious hegemonic 
peace. The Dutch, left no choice but to fight on, resorted to desperate 
measures, cutting the dikes to stop the French army, and assassinating De 
Witt and restoring the Stadholderate under William of Orange. This resis- 
tance, combined with other factors (Louis's indecision in prosecuting and 
concluding the war he had started, French threats to Germany which brought 
in the German Empire, Dutch victories at sea, and English war-weariness53) 
made the war drag on to a decisive but not total French victory and peace 
at Nijmegen in 1679.54 If Louis's gains, as a result, fell short of his aims, this 
was neither the result of a balancing policy by weaker powers, nor an 
encouragement to them to balance in the future. Stephen B. Baxter, William's 
biographer, argues just the opposite: that in effect the war had discredited 
balancing and promoted bandwagoning and hiding by proving that "an 
alliance could not fight on equal terms with a single great power." In con- 

Cambridge University Press, 1986); for Spain, R.A. Stradling, Europe and the Decline of Spain: A 
Study of the Spanish System 1580-1720 (London: Allen and Unwin, 1981). For an introduction to 
the literature for the whole early modern period, see two indispensable works by Heinz Duch- 
hardt, Gleichgewicht der Krdfte, Convenance, europaisches Konzert: Friedenskongresse und Friedens- 
schiusse vom Zeitalter Ludwigs XIV bis zum Wiener Kongress (Darmstadt: Wissenschaftliche Buch- 
gesellschaft, 1976); and Altes Reich und europdische Staatenwelt 1648-1806 (Munich: R. Oldenbourg, 
1988). 
53. The English Parliament and political elite opposed the war and the French alliance, it is 
worth noting, not for balance of power reasons, but for the more powerful and typical seven- 
teenth century reasons of religion, taxes, and commerce. Not only was the war costing money 
and hurting English trade, but the French alliance and Louis's subsidies to Charles, they rightly 
suspected, were intended to return England to the Catholic church. 
54. In addition to the sources in note 50, see Herbert H. Rowen, The Ambassador Prepares for 
War: The Dutch Embassy of Arnauld de Pomponne, 1669-1672 (The Hague: M. Nijhoff, 1957); Paul 
G. Sonnino, Louis XIV and the Origins of the Dutch War (New York: Cambridge University Press, 
1988); Carl J. Ekberg, The Failure of Louis XIV's Dutch War (Chapel Hill, N.C.: University of North 
Carolina Press, 1979); P. Hoynek, Frankreich und seine Gegner auf dem Nymwegener Friedenskongress 
(Bonn: Rohrscheid, 1960); and K.H.D. Haley, An English Diplomat in the Low Couintries: Sir William 
Temple and John De Witt, 1665-1672 (New York: Clarendon Press, 1986). 
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sequence, he writes, "In the years after the conclusion of the treaties of 
Nijmegen, alliances, or 'social war' as it was called at the time, were at a 
steep discount. Social war had failed. Almost every individual state in Europe 
would find it advantageous to make its own terms with the enemy and to 
hope for the best." 

What prevented hiding and bandwagoning, or appeasement, from work- 
ing, as Baxter points out, was that in the long run two particular groups 
"could never hope to make a private arrangement with Louis XIV": first, 
Habsburg Spain and Austria, directly attacked or threatened by French ex- 
pansion in the Netherlands, Spain, Italy, and the Empire; and second, the 
sea powers England and the Dutch Republic, also threatened on land, at sea, 
and commercially. Nonetheless, leaders in these countries, including William 
of Orange, the main spokesman for a balance of power, still tried for deals 
with Louis.55 States, in other words, did not balance against France as a 
response to French hegemony in accordance with the constraints of structural 
anarchy. Rather, they tried to hide or bandwagon, and failed because France 
would not let their efforts succeed; they resisted because France kept on 
attacking them.56 

But perhaps this changed from 1688 to 1714, when, according to Layne, 
England and Austria organized alliances "to contain France and counter its 
power," and "the English King William III" set out to maintain "England's 
security by establishing a balance of power to preserve 'the peace, liberties, 
and well-being of Europe"' (p. 18). 

The first observation is that the "English King William III" was not English 
but Dutch, had been Dutch Stadholder since 1672, and became English King 
in 1689 only by exploiting (indeed, promoting) a revolution in Britain which 
originated not in foreign policy or the European balance of power, but in 
religion and domestic politics. Had not William III become king of England 
through a successful invasion and conquest of England with his Dutch 

55. Stephen M. Baxter, William III and the Defense of European Liberty 1650-1702 (New York: 
Harcourt, Brace, and World, 1966), p. 16Q. 
56. Louis's reasons for doing this (or, for that matter, the motives of leaders of other eras for 
making supposed bids for hegemony) do not concern us here. I would insist only that these 
reasons, like the nature of the bids themselves, are contingent historical variables, very different 
in different times and circumstances, and must be explained from historical evidence, not by 
an overarching theory. If neo-realists wish to claim credit for predicting and explaining the 
phenomenon described here, namely, that states faced with mortal threats, having failed to 
avert them by any other means, generally choose to resist if they possibly can rather than simply 
submit, I have no objection. 
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army,57 England would never have balanced against France. The legitimate 
Stuart King James II whom William overthrew depended upon Louis to 
support and subsidize him in his religious-political struggle with Parliament 
and the Church of England.58 William III's reasons for taking England into 
the Nine Years' War on the continent (1688-97), moreover, were strictly 
Dutch; saving "the European balance of power" was a way of saving the 
Dutch state and its way of life, including its religion. In England this Euro- 
pean aspect of the war, in particular the alliance with the Dutch who were 
still England's main trade rivals, was unpopular. What made the Nine Years' 
War necessary and popular in England was its connection with the Glorious 
Revolution (i.e., the victory of Parliament, the aristocracy, and the Anglican 
church over James) and William's conquest of Ireland. In this war (which 
historian Mark A. Thomson calls "The War of the English Succession"59) and 
the next as well, the primary British motive would be domestic, not inter- 
national-to defend the Glorious Revolution and its subsequent ecclesiastical, 
political, and property establishments in England, Ireland, and Scotland 
(joined to England in 1707) against James and his supporter Louis. 

Layne's interpretation of Austria's emergence as a great power in the late 
seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries as a response to France's hege- 
monic threat fits the facts no better. First, Austria's expansion was not "also" 
(as Layne has it) but primarily, and overwhelmingly, directed to the southeast 
against the Ottoman Empire, and it was a largely unexpected, contingent 
development following almost two centuries of defense against the Ottoman 
threat. This southeastern expansion, moreover, tended to turn Austria away 
from its long-standing contest with France, which was partly a continuation 

57. At the last minute, he secured an invitation to come from English leaders who were hostile 
to James II's plans for full toleration of Catholicism and fearful that the Stuart dynasty would 
be perpetuated, but he had decided on and planned the invasion before the invitation, and 
Dutch, Danish, and Huguenot troops, not English, finally defeated James's forces at the Battle 
of the Boyne in 1690. See Jonathan Israel, "The Dutch Role in the Glorious Revolution," in 
Jonathan Israel, ed., The Anglo-Dutch Moment: Essays on the Glorious Revolution and its World Impact 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1991), pp. 105-162; John Carswell, The Descent Upon 
England (London: Barrie and Rockliff, 1969). 
58. Clyde L. Grose, "Louis XIV's Financial Relations with Charles II and the English Parliament," 
Journal of Modern History, Vol. 1, No. 22 (June 1929), pp. 177-204. 
59. For more on these developments and facts, most of them well known, see: Baxter, William 
III; Stephen M. Baxter, ed., England's Rise to Greatness 1660-1763 (Berkeley: University of Cali- 
fornia Press, 1983); Ragnhild M. Hatton, Studies in Diplomatic History (Harlow, U.K.: Longman, 
1970); Ragnhild M. Hatton and J.S. Bromley, eds., William III and Louis XIV: Essays by and for the 
Late Mark A. Thomson (Liverpool: University of Liverpool Press, 1968); and W.A. Speck, Reluctant 
Revolutionaries: Englishmen and the Revolution of 1688 (New York: Oxford University Press, 1988). 
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of the traditional Habsburg-Valois and Habsburg-Bourbon rivalries, mainly 
a result of the French threat to Austria's southwest German lands and its 
historic role as leader and protector of the Holy Roman Empire. Austria's 
Emperor Leopold I (1658-1705), though certainly anti-French, was, like most 
Habsburg monarchs, reluctant to fight France for the sake of other German 
princes or the German Empire, much less for the sake of the European 
balance of power. He had not tried to break up the French-led League of the 
Rhine, formed by Cardinal Mazarin in 1658, which constituted a kind of 
French protectorate in west and southwest Germany; in 1668 he had con- 
cluded a secret alliance with Louis to divide Spain's possessions in Europe 
upon the expected death of King Carlos II without issue (a clear instance of 
bandwagoning). Leopold's main aim, like that of his great commander Prince 
Eugene of Savoy, was to expand his hereditary domain into a solid central 
and southeastern European great power which would be essentially inde- 
pendent of the Reich and its burdens; this policy was no help to the threat- 
ened German princes or the balance of power on the Rhine. 

What pulled Austria first into the League of Augsburg in 1686 (a league 
designed to deter France rather than drive it back), and then into the Nine 
Years' War, was once more unrelenting French aggression: a program of 
territorial expansion at German expense in the Rhineland (the "reunions"); 
Louis's alliance with the Turks and aid to them against Austria; his revocation 
of the Edict of Nantes and expulsion of the Huguenots, arousing fear and 
anger among the Protestant estates in the German Empire; and finally, when 
war broke out, French scorched-earth warfare in the Rhineland. These gave 
the Habsburgs no choice but to fight if they wished to save their traditional 
position in Germany and their elective German Emperorship.60 It makes more 
sense to say that Louis was balancing against Austria and its gains in the 
East than the other way around.61 

True, the Nine Years' War ended more or less in a draw and the Treaty of 
Rijswijk seemed to establish a rough equivalence of power in western Europe, 
an outcome which, though really contingent and unintended, might be as- 

60. Louis in fact aspired to take the emperorship away from the Habsburgs, and had considered 
campaigning for the election in 1658. 
61. In addition to the sources in fn. 50, see Charles W. Ingrao, In Qutest and Crisis: Emperor Joseplz 
I anld the Hapsburg Monarchy (West Lafayette, Ind.: Purdue University Press, 1979); Oswald 
Redlich, Das Werdenz einer Grossmnacht, Osterreich vonl 1700 his 1740, 2d ed. (Briinn: R.M. Rohrer, 
1942); Max Braubach, Priniz Euigenl von Savoyeni, 5 vols. (Munich: R. Oldenbourg, 1963-65); Derek 
McKay, Prince Eugenie of Savoy (London: Thames and Hudson, 1977); Andrew Lossky, Loulis XIV, 
William III, anid the Baltic Crisis of 1683 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1954). 
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cribed by realists to balancing. But neo-realist theory would then predict that 
following this peace England, Austria, and the Dutch Republic, especially 
under William III's leadership, would carefully maintain their alliance and 
the hard-won balance against France, still easily the strongest land power. 
This, however, did not happen. Instead, William promptly made a deal with 
Louis XIV to divide the Spanish inheritance after the death of Carlos II, then 
imminent-a deal which advanced British commercial and imperial interests 
and protected Dutch ones, but shut Austria out of the negotiations and would 
have greatly enhanced French power on the Continent. When Leopold, 
naturally, rejected the agreement and, more important, so did the Spaniards 
whose possessions were to be divided, this agreement between two domi- 
nant powers at the expense of weaker ones broke down, and war ensued 
between France and Austria over the Spanish inheritance. Neo-realist theory 
would predict that the British and Dutch would promptly rally to Austria's 
side to prevent France from establishing its hegemony by defeating the 
Austrians, who were weaker, poorer, and distracted by the Ottoman threat 
and their troubles in recently conquered Hungary. Instead the British gov- 
ernment, including William III, showed every intention of staying out of the 
fight, entering the war along with the Dutch only after Louis seemed delib- 
erately to provoke them into it. Not only did he accept the whole Spanish 
inheritance for his grandson Philip as Philip V of Spain, but he supported 
Philip's rights to succeed to the French throne as well, and above all he 
endorsed the claim of James III to the throne of England, making the War of 
the Spanish Succession one of the English succession as well. The question 
of why Louis forced England into the war remains open, though it has many 
plausible answers.62 One theory of the war's origins that is not plausible or 
even tenable, however, is the one expounded by Layne and predicted by 
neo-realist theory: that it was an Anglo-Austrian response to French hege- 
mony for preserving the European balance of power.63 

62. Louis's most important motives (although many entered in), were probably pride, honor, 
and monarchical principle. He genuinely believed in his right to preeminence in Europe, and 
still more in his and his grandson Philip's proprietary rights to the French and Spanish thrones, 
and felt he would compromise his own legitimacy by yielding on them. See Herbert H. Rowen, 
The King's State: Proprietary Dynasticism in Early Modern France (New Brunswick, N.J.: Rutgers 
University Press, 1980). At the same time, he had important security concerns and territorial 
and dynastic ambitions, and probably considered that it would prove impossible to limit the 
war anyway. In other words, the general chaos and unpredictability of seventeenth century 
international politics promoted a policy of va banque. 
63. The old standard work on the origins of the war is Arsene Legrelle, La diplomatie franJcaise et 
la Succession d'Espagne, 4 vols. (Ghent: F. Dulle and L. Plus, 1888-92). See also, in addition to 
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The conduct and diplomacy of the war confirm neo-realist predictions no 
better. It is true that Britain committed itself more fully to this war on the 
Continent than to any other between the Hundred Years' War and the First 
World War. But again, contingent developments rather than concern for the 
balance of power caused this, including the political and military leadership 
of the Duke of Marlborough, the support given him for religious and personal 
reasons by Queen Anne and for political ones by his Whig colleagues, and 
the remarkable military success of his collaboration with Prince Eugene. 
Despite British victories, the unpopularity of continental war and continental 
allies grew in England as the war went on and its costs and losses mounted. 
Balance of power, although a good slogan, was always less important in war 
aims than the domestic factional struggle for power, religious-dynastic con- 
cerns, and imperial, colonial, and commercial gains, acquired at the expense 
more of the Spaniards and the Dutch than of France. When France, defeated 
and nearing exhaustion, sought peace in 1708 and after, the Whigs insisted 
on total victory instead, demanding that Louis not only accept great sacrifices 
himself (to which he consented) but also help overthrow his grandson Philip 
V in Spain in favor of the Austrian claimant Archduke Charles. This extreme 
program, designed partly to help the Whigs stay in power at home against 
the Tories, but mainly to enable the British and the Dutch to extort commer- 
cial concessions in the Spanish Empire from Charles, was maintained by the 
Whigs even in 1711 when the Archduke became Emperor Charles VI, though 
this would mean a union of the thrones of Austria and Spain that would 
menace the European balance almost as much as a union of the French and 
Spanish crowns would. The Tories, on the other hand, came to power in 
Britain by exploiting the widespread British eagerness to end the war, and 
in order to do so deliberately betrayed their Dutch and Austrian allies in 
negotiations and on the battlefield. Their defection enabled France to recover 
and defeat its other enemies, so that the Peace of Utrecht-Rastadt left France 
intact and Philip V ruling in Spain. In other words, the British allowed France 
to consolidate its supremacy in Western Europe and to end the long-standing 
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teenth, and Twentieth Centuries (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1935); and Francois 
Bluche, Louis XIV (Paris: Fayard, 1986). 
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threat from Spain, for the sake of English naval and overseas supremacy and 
colonial gains. The Dutch, once William III died in 1702, concentrated pri- 
marily on escaping from further war and the destruction of their commercial 
prosperity, seeking security by getting England to guarantee them a barrier 
system in the southern Netherlands to be paid for and defended, against its 
will, by Austria. This policy, carried through by Anglo-Dutch pressure on 
Austria, enabled the Dutch to hide and to pass the buck at the same time. 
Austria, despite some gains in the settlement, soon lost the precarious power 
and security it had gained.f4 

The obvious neo-realist reply would be that regardless of the particular 
motivations and policies of individual statesmen and units, the broad out- 
come was what neo-realist theory predicts: France's hegemony was over- 
thrown, and new great powers and a balance of power emerged. To this 
there are some immediate responses, as well as a further one which is 
introduced below. First, neo-realist theory, and Layne's argument, do not 
represent these broad outcomes as the generic results of a general free-for- 
all scramble in international politics, but as the specific results of systemic 
constraints derived from structural anarchy leading states to particular kinds 
of international conduct, especially balancing. The facts refute this view. A 
theory, to be valid, needs not merely to predict a general outcome, but to 
explain its development and etiology, which neo-realist theory here proposes 
to do and fails. Second, this description of the overall outcome from 1660 to 
1721 (hegemony overthrown and new great powers and a new balance 
emerging), examined historically, proves equally unsatisfactory. It ignores 
some important results of the struggle in Western Europe, and all of them 
in the rest of Europe and much of the rest of the world. There was another 
great contest in Europe from 1660 to 1721, never mentioned by Layne: a 
series of wars involving Russia, Sweden, Denmark, Prussia, Poland, Hano- 
ver, other smaller German states, and the Empire, over territorial and com- 
mercial domination of the Baltic regions. Its climax came in the Great North- 
ern War of 1700-21, which involved bids for hegemony even clearer than 

64. In addition to works cited earlier, see Edward Gregg, The Protestant Succession in International 
Politics 1710-1716 (New York: Garland, 1986); Gregg, Queen Anne (London: Routledge Kegan 
Paul, 1980); Ragnhild M. Hatton, George I, Elector and King (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard Univer- 
sity Press, 1978); Douglas Coombs, The Conduct of the Dutch: British Opinion and the Dutch Alliance 
during the War of the Spanish Succession (The Hague: M. Nijhoff, 1958); Roderick Geikie, The Dutch 
Barrier, 1705-1719 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1930; and A.C. Carter, Neutrality 
and Commitnent: The Evolution of Dutch Foreign Policy, 1667-1795 (London: E. Arnold, 1975). 
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Louis XIV's and struggles for survival even more dramatic than Holland's.65 
The outcome of these wars was not a new multipolar balance of power in 
northern Europe, but the emergence of a new hegemony, that of Russia-a 
hegemony, moreover, which defied neo-realist predictions by enduring and 
expanding to embrace much of eastern, central, and southeastern Europe, 
despite challenges, for about 150 years into the latter nineteenth century.66 
This Great Northern War further defies neo-realist predictions about balanc- 
ing and bandwagoning by smaller powers. After the army of Charles XII of 
Sweden was destroyed by Tsar Peter the Great's forces at Poltava in 1709, 
all the smaller states involved in the contest saw Russia as a new hegemonic 
threat and feared it. Nonetheless, they bandwagoned with it against Sweden, 
partly out of this fear of Russia, mainly to gain their share of the Swedish 
empire or prevent other rivals from getting more than they. 

While ignoring what happened in northern and eastern Europe, the neo- 
realist analysis also distorts results in the West, where in fact another hege- 
mony emerged to replace France's, that of Britain. Britain's world-wide mar- 
itime, colonial, and commercial hegemony was founded in 1688-1715, both 
by the defeat of France and by the exhaustion of the Dutch and weakening 
of Spain, and it endured into the twentieth century.67 Moreover this out- 
come-British colonial, maritime, and commercial paramountcy-can much 
better be defended as the real British motivation and goal, rather than the 
concern for the "balance of power" and "liberties of Europe" which Layne 

65. Some English, German, and French works on the Northern Question are: for its origins, 
Walter Kirchner, The Rise of the Baltic Question (Newark: University of Delaware Press, 1954); for 
a convenient survey, Jill Lisk, The Struggle for Supremacy in the Baltic 1660-1725 (London: Uni- 
versity of London Press, 1967); on Sweden, Ragnhild M. Hatton, Charles XII of Sweden (London: 
Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1968); Michael Roberts, The Swedish Imperial Experience, 1560-1718 
(New York: Cambridge University Press, 1979); Michael Roberts, From Oxenstierna to Charles XII: 
Four Studies in Swedish History (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1991); and Claude 
Nordmann, Grandeur et liberte de la Suede (1660-1792) (Paris: Beatrice-Nauwelaerts, 1971). For 
Russia, see M.S. Anderson, Peter the Great (London: Thames and Hudson, 1978); Klaus Zernack, 
Studien zu den schwedisch-russischen Beziehungen in der 2. Htilfte des 17. Jahrhunderts (Giessen: W. 
Schmitz, 1958); and Walther Mediger, Mecklenburg, Russland und England-Hannover 1706-1721, 2 
vols. (Hildesheim: Lax, 1967). For the Anglo-Hanoverian involvement, see also Hatton, George 
I; and John J. Murray, George I, the Baltic and the Whig Split of 1717 (London: Routledge Kegan 
Paul, 1969). 
66. For Russia's use of its hegemonic position and its further rise in power, see especially 
Walther Mediger, Moskaus Weg nach Europa. Der Aufstieg Russlands zum europaischen Machtstaat im 
Zeitalter Friedrichs des Grossen (Braunschweig: G. Westermann, 1952). 
67. The title of Vol. 6 of the New Cambridge Modern History thus aptly describes the real results 
of this era for the international system: J.S. Bromley, ed., The Rise of Great Britain and Russia, 
1688-1715125 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1970). 
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cites and about which British leaders talked. The Peace of Utrecht was delib- 
erately designed to gain Britain vital advantages overseas while freeing it 
from continental commitments and forcing others (especially Austria) to bear 
the burden of containing France in Europe. British policy after 1714 fits the 
same pattern: alliance with France to force the terms of Utrecht on a resentful 
Austria and a rebellious Spain; friction with the Dutch who were still allies 
but now a burden; pleasure at the emergence of Prussia and Russia as 
possible substitutes for Austria in checking France; and serious quarrels with 
Austria which nearly led to war because Austria resisted the burden of 
defending Holland, resented the terms of Utrecht and, worst of all, tried to 
become a commercial rival to Britain.68 For the English the phrase "balance 
of power," when it was not a substitute for thought, regularly meant nothing 
more than any arrangement whereby France or any other power that might 
threaten or compete with Britain would be checked by the exertions of others 
at their own expense, allowing Britain to concentrate on trade and empire. 
The real British definition of a "balance of power" thus becomes a system 
enabling Britain to enjoy hegemony and pass its costs to others.69 This is no 
criticism of British policy: Britain was simply more successful than most in 
achieving what everyone sought under the rubric of "balance of power," 
some kind of free security, advantage, or domination for themselves. It does, 
however, have major implications for neo-realism or any theory which re- 
gards the balance of power as either a prime motive or a predictable outcome 
of international politics. 

Hence a summary of the broad outcome of international competition in 
1660-1720 would read as follows: a French bid for Western European hege- 
mony, serious but local and never all-out, was defeated for a time. A serious 
and all-out but unrealistic Swedish bid for North European hegemony was 
crushed, never to be seriously revived.70 One new but very marginal and 
insecure great power (Austria) emerged.71 One former great power, Spain, 

68. See especially Jeremy Black, British Foreign Policy in the Age of Walpole (Edinburgh: John 
Donald, 1983); Derek McKay, Allies of Convenience: Diplomatic Relations between Great Britain and 
Austria, 1714-1719 (New York: Garland, 1986). 
69. For an explicit recognition of this fact, and an excellent account of how the concept worked 
after 1763, see H.M. Scott, British Foreign Policy in the Age of the American Revolution (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1990). 
70. On Swedish policy after Charles XII's death, see Michael Roberts, The Age of Liberty: Sweden, 
1719-1772 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1986). 
71. Charles Ingrao, In Quest and Crisis, makes the relative insecurity and weakness of Austria 
the key to its rise as a great power, in a comment equally acute as an analysis of Austria's 
position and, unwittingly, as a refutation of Layne's: "After examining the path of the Habsburg 
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was reduced still further. One state, the Dutch Republic, which enjoyed great 
power status at the beginning of the period, was exhausted and driven from 
the great power game. Numerous lesser powers either rose (e.g., Prussia 
and Savoy-Piedmont) or fell (e.g., Denmark and Poland). Above all, two 
great powers achieved positions of important, durable, profitable, and dan- 
gerous hegemony, and were set on the road to world power. This is not the 
sort of result neo-realist theory either predicts or explains.72 

As for Layne's argument that Britain and Austria deliberately acted to 
increase their power in response to French hegemony by transforming their 
state machinery, economies, military establishments, and other instruments 
of power, in some instances in imitation of French models, two comments 
are in order. First, it is not persuasive to attempt to explain broad, deeply 
rooted, organic trends and developments in early modern Europe-such as 
the formation and expansion of bureaucratic-absolutist states, the centrali- 
zation of governmental authority, and the development of standing armies 
or navies and the taxes and administrative machinery to support them, or 
the growth of the British mercantile economy and banking system-as results 
of, or responses to, specific threats or needs in international politics. Of 
course these developments in various states (not just Britain and Austria) 
were in many ways responses to problems and opportunities they faced both 
at home and in the world around them. Of course war, domestic and inter- 
national insecurity, and international competition had a good deal to do with 
them. But to make the dynamics of the international system, or a particular 
crisis in it, in some sense the prime mover or a direct cause of these processes 
is an extreme form of the old, discredited principle of the primacy of foreign 
policy which not even its nineteenth-century exponents such as Leopold von 
Ranke would have defended. 

Monarchy's internal development and foreign policy during the last quarter of the seventeenth 
and first half of the eighteenth century, one is tempted to conclude that its fundamental strength 
and reason for success lay in its very weakness as a military power. While not posing a threat 
to the balance of power or even to its own neighbors, the Habsburg Monarchy was between 
1681 and 1720 the principal beneficiary of a series of coalitions aimed against France and Turkey. 
With the ultimate defeat of these two powers, however, it ceased to benefit from the dynamics 
of balance of power war and diplomacy and entered upon a period of diplomatic insecurity and 
isolation." Ibid., p. 1. 
72. This answers, incidentally, the possible argument that even if balancing is not a conscious 
policy induced by the dynamics of anarchy and the requirements of self-help, at least a kind of 
Smithian "invisible hand" mechanism produced balance out of the egoistic international power 
struggle. The reply is clear: the outcome was not balanced. Any balance reached in western and 
central Europe served to promote hegemony in other wider spheres, making possible the 
emergence of Britain, Russia, and later the United States as world powers. 
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Second, the argument is not factually sound. Britain, as already noted, 
built itself up commercially more against the Dutch than against France.73 
Amsterdam, not Paris, was the great competitor to be overtaken in trade and 
finance.74 As for Austria, it carried out little internal reform and transfor- 
mation at this time, and when later in the eighteenth century it did, it was 
responding to a challenge from Prussia, not France.75 

BRITISH HEGEMONY AND THE RISE OF NEW POWERS, 1860-1910 

Layne's second instance of a "unipolar moment," Britain in 1860, offers less 
of a case to answer. First, Britain at that time did not enjoy anything com- 
parable to the current dominant position of the United States in the inter- 
national system. For four decades after 1815, Britain enjoyed a certain kind 
of leadership in Europe, along with its wider maritime, commercial, and 
colonial lead.76 During that period of half-hegemony, however, no European 
power tried seriously to balance against Britain, not even its supposed rivals 
France and Russia; all bandwagoned, seeking Britain's alliance and partner- 
ship, again a problem for neo-realist theory. And in any case, by 1860 things 
had changed. It is hard to find two decades in British history from 1688 to 
1945 in which it exerted less influence in Europe or control over the inter- 
national system than 1855 to 1875.77 All the major developments of these 
decades in European politics, and some in world politics, were ones which 
Britain either failed to control or simply observed without important partic- 
ipation: the Peace of Paris after the Crimean War; the liberation and begin- 
nings of national unification of the Danubian Principalities (Rumania); the 
unification of Italy; the building of the Suez Canal by Egypt under French 
guidance; Russia's completion of its conquest of the Caucasus and steady 
penetration into Central Asia and toward India's Northwest Frontier; huge 
Russian gains in China; French annexation of Nice and Savoy, ruining the 
Anglo-French alliance and producing a semi-serious war and invasion scare; 

73. See, for example, Charles H. Wilson, Profit and Power: A Study of England and the Dutch Wars 
(London: Longmans Green, 1957). 
74. For the story, especially from the Dutch side, see Jonathan H. Israel, Dutch Primacy in World 
Trade, 1585-1740 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1989). 
75. See especially Ingrao, In Quest and Crisis. 
76. For example by Robert Gilpin, Political Economy of International Relations, and in a different 
way by Schroeder, "Did the Vienna Settlement Rest on a Balance of Power?" American Historical 
Review, Vol. 97, No. 3 (June 1992), pp. 683-706, 733-735. 
77. The only competitor would be 1763-83, and that could be seen as a trough following the 
unsustainable peak of victory in the Seven Years' War. See Scott, British Foreign Policy. 
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Austro-Prussian conquest of Britain's client Denmark, despite British diplo- 
matic intervention; serious troubles with the United States over the American 
Civil War; an Austro-Prussian war destroying the German Confederation, 
ousting Austria from Germany, redrawing the map of Central Europe, and 
drastically changing the balance of power; a Franco-German war in 1870 
which Britain tried half-heartedly to prevent, and which further revolution- 
ized the European system; Russia's repudiation of the Black Sea clause of 
the Peace of Paris; and the isolation of France in Europe and the renewal of 
Austro-German-Russian ties in the Three Emperors' League after 1871. Only 
in 1875 was Britain aroused from its international torpor by a new Franco- 
German war scare, the fiscal collapse of Egypt raising the question of control 
of the Suez Canal, and a new crisis and danger of Russian expansion in the 
Balkans.78 No historian recognizes this period as a British "unipolar moment"; 
the question is how to explain Britain's isolation and apathy in international 
politics.79 

None of this, of course, represented serious defeats or losses for Britain or 
undermined its world position (though many British were remarkably insou- 
ciant about the long-range effects of Bismarck's revolutionizing of the Euro- 
pean system). Britain's power, prosperity, and security rested on its insular 
position, naval supremacy, industrial and commercial preeminence, fiscal 
strength, and an unchallenged and inexpensive paramountcy in many areas 
of the world, all largely shielded from the ups-and-downs of European 
international politics. It would last so long as these foundations remained 
sound (which, to be sure, they did not for very long after 1870). Still, Britain 
cannot be termed a unipolar hegemon in 1860. 

Nor can one speak of Germany, the United States, and Japan as becoming 
great powers in response to British hegemony, in accordance with the con- 

78. For general information on the Crimean War see the works listed in fn. 38; on Italy, Derek 
Beales, England and Italy, 1859-1860 (London: Nelson, 1961); and Denis Mack Smith, Victor 
Emmanuel, Cavour, and the Risorgimnento (London: Oxford University Press, 1971); on Russia, W.E. 
Mosse, The Rise and Fall of the Crimean System, 1855-1871 (New York: Macmillan, 1963); on 
Rumania, T.W. Riker, The Making of Rouinania (London: Oxford University Press, 1931); on 
Britain and the German question, W.E. Mosse, The European Powers and the German Question 
1848-1871 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1958); and Richard Millman, British Foreign 
Policy and the Coming of the Franco-Prussian War (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1965; on Anglo- 
American relations, Kenneth Bourne, Britain and the Balance of Power in North America, 1815-1908 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1967); on the competition with Russia in Asia, David 
Gillard, The Struggle for Asia, 1828-1914 (London: Methuen, 1977). 
79. For an interesting interpretation, see Klaus Hildebrand, "Die britische Europapolitik 
zwischen imperialem Mandat und innerer Reform 1856-1876," Rheinisch-Westftlische Akademie 
der Wissenschaften: Vortrage G322 (Opladen: Westdeutscher Verlag, 1993), pp. 7-27. 
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straints of the balance of power system. To concentrate on Germany, Layne's 
prime example: it did after 1870 become a true great power. But it did so 
militarily and politically by defeating first Austria and then France, annexing 
or subordinating all the lesser German states in the process and half per- 
suading, half threatening Russia into accepting the outcome. Thus the only 
major power against which Germany did not in some measure direct its 
expansion was Britain. Bismarck expected, with good reason, the British 
more than any other people to accept the new Germany and grow to appre- 
ciate it. It would be a peaceful, satiated, progressive, Protestant power, a 
useful commercial partner, and a good guarantor of peace in Europe against 
a restless France and a dangerous Russia- everything the British wanted. 
And for a long time Bismarck seemed to be basically right. The main pattern 
of Anglo-German relations until well after his fall in 1890 was cooperation 
more than rivalry. The "New Course" of Bismarck's successor General von 
Caprivi was avowedly pro-English, and much of Germany's later policy can 
best be explained as an ill-advised attempt to pressure the British into friend- 
ship. Even the obvious and serious challenge to Britain after 1900 of Admiral 
Tirpitz's battle fleet was intended by most German leaders (although not by 
Tirpitz) only to help keep Britain neutral in any clash between Germany and 
its real opponents, France and Russia. 

Hence one cannot interpret Germany's political and military strategy in 
1860-1910 as an attempt to balance against Britain. Many Germans, tragically, 
by 1914 expected a great struggle between Teuton and Slav for the mastery 
of Europe, and some still believed in a contest between the Teutonic and 
Latin peoples, but very few indeed considered England the enemy. The 
hatred of England boiling up in Germany in World War One reflected in 
good part the feeling that their brothers had betrayed them and had fallen 
upon them.80 

As for the economic growth that made Germany a great power, this rep- 
resented simply an acceleration after 1870 of an autonomous, profoundly 
organic process of industrialization, modernization, national and social in- 
tegration, and economic expansion begun decades earlier with Prussia's eco- 
nomic reforms and the formation of the German Zollverein in 1833.81 Once 

80. The standard work on Anglo-German rivalry is Paul M. Kennedy, The Rise of Anglo-German 
Antagonism 1860-1914 (London: G. Allen and Unwin, 1980). A good survey of this and other 
aspects of nineteenth-century politics is Norman Rich, Great Power Diplomacy 1814-1914 (New 
York: McGraw-Hill, 1992). 
81. For evidence, see Helmut Bohme, Deutschlands Weg zur Grossmacht, 2d ed. (Cologne: Kie- 
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again, one cannot argue that this societal transformation, widespread if not 
universal in Europe, was the result of the constraints of the international 
system or a response to British hegemony. Naturally the Germans measured 
their economic progress against that of Britain, as commercial and industrial 
competitors always do. Naturally each sought to adapt and learn from the 
other, the Germans in this instance more successfully. Naturally both powers 
competed-and cooperated-economically and commercially, as industrial 
states always do. But to see in this emulation and competition a kind of force 
prompting Germany's growth in power, produced by the dictates of inter- 
national politics, is surely a strangely mystical form of "realism." 

To Layne's similar argument that the United States and Japan emerged as 
great powers in response to British hegemony and the imperatives of balance 
of power politics, one need remark only that the United States had no foe 
or threat against which to balance, that Japan's primary enemy was Russia, 
and that by the time both the United States and Japan emerged as great 
powers early in the twentieth century, the United States had become some- 
thing of a partner to Britain and Japan was Britain's formal ally. 

Conclusions 

The purpose of examining Layne's argument is not to contend that neo- 
realist theory falls simply because Layne's application of it cannot stand. The 
point is to show how a normal, standard understanding of neo-realist theory, 
applied precisely to the historical era where it should fit best, gets the 
motives, the process, the patterns, and the broad outcomes of international 
history wrong, and predicts things of major theoretical and historical impor- 
tance which on closer examination turn out not to be so. It indicates the 
central problem of neo-realism with international history: that it prescribes 
and predicts a determinate order for history without having adequately 
checked this against the historical evidence. What led Layne astray was not 
any insufficiency in his historical research so much as his theoretical presup- 
positions. Armed with neo-realist theory, he knew what was essentially to 
be found in the historical record at the outset, and this helped him find it. 

penheuer and Witsch, 1972); Hans-Ulrich Wehler, Deutsche Gesellschaftsgeschichte (1700-1849), 2 
vols. (Munich: R. Oldenbourg, 1987). On the Zollverein, see especially Hans-Werner Hahn, 
Geschichte des Deutschen Zollvereins (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck and Ruprecht, 1984). 
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Thus the main fault lies with neo-realist theory. Its insistence on the 
sameness effect and on the unchanging, structurally determined nature of 
international politics make it unhistorical, perhaps anti-historical.82 This has 
special deleterious effects on its handling of international history. Neo-realist 
theory not only prevents scholars from seeing and explaining the various 
strategies alternative to balancing, or the different functions and roles of 
various actors within the system, but even blocks a genuine historical un- 
derstanding of balancing conduct and the balance of power itself as a histor- 
ical variable, changing over time, conditioned by historical circumstances, 
and freighted with ideological assumptions.83 Other harmful effects may 
spread beyond international history to history in general. Rather than illu- 
minating it, the kind of approach involved in neo-realist theory renders it 
incomprehensible. It obstructs new insights and hypotheses, leads scholars 
to overlook or explain away large bodies of inconvenient facts, flattens out 
vital historical distinctions. It may even encourage an attitude toward history 
not uncommon among scholars of many kinds: an unconscious disdain for 
it, a disregard of its complexity and subtleties and the problems of doing it 
well or using it wisely; an unexamined assumption that its lessons and 
insights lie on the surface for anyone to pick up, so that one can go at history 
like a looter at an archeological site, indifferent to context and deeper mean- 
ing, concerned only with taking what can be immediately used or sold.84 

Whether neo-realist theory can be revised to apply usefully to all of inter- 
national history, and not simply the element of power-political competition 
which has always bulked large in it and still does, is a question best left to 
others, or at least to another time and place. This essay will close with 
advising international historians not to adopt the neo-realist paradigm, and 
theorists not to assume that the facts of international history support one. 

82. Waltz argues in Theory of International Politics, p. 117, that the principles of Realpolitik noted 
by Thucydides and expounded by Machiavelli have always governed international politics for 
structural reasons; this view is widely shared. Yet while some basic ideas and practices associated 
with Realpolitik are old, Realpolitik as it emerged in the middle of the nineteenth century was 
very much a historical construct. Both the term itself (coined by a German political theorist, 
Ludwig August von Rochau) and its principles represented a particular ideology which had to 
fight for acceptance against rival outlooks in Germany, winning decisively only when Prussia 
defeated Austria in 1866. Karl-Georg Faber, "Realpolitik als Ideologie," Historische Zeitschrift, 
Vol. 203, No. 1 (August 1966), pp. 1-45. 
83. For a discussion of the actual divergent meanings of "balance" as used by nineteenth- 
century statesmen, see Schroeder, "The Nineteenth Century System: Balance of Power or 
Political Equilibrium?" Review of International Studies, Vol. 15, No. 2 (1989), pp. 135-153. 
84. This is not directed solely or mainly at realists or political scientists; the most striking 
examples of this attitude I have encountered in recent years are Francis Fukuyama's The End of 
History and the Last Man (New York: Free Press, 1992); and Henry Kissinger, Diplomacy (New 
York: Simon and Schuster, 1994). 
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